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P .R E F A C B

In the midst of exponential growth of information in every

subject, the Information Management calls for deploying a group of

techniques for ordered presentation, organization and communication

of information, in order to give maximum accessibility and uti l i ty

to i t . It has recently emerged as a discipline itself.

Information management encompasses several activities such

as generation, collection, organisation, interpretation, storage,

retrieval, dissemination, transformation and use and implies adoption

of modern techniques and practices in these areas.

As a discipline, i t seeks to devise ways to blend scientific,

technological,, and systems knowledge together for effective transfer

of information.

Scientific communities and organisations all over the world

are realising the key role of scientific and technical information in

social and economic developments of the nation. This realisation has

come no sooner. Scientific and.technical information today occupies

position as a vital national resource. It is necessary that all the

• available scientific and technical information i s fully exploited by

scientists, engineers, industrialists, policy makers and all others

for identifying the tyfotf areas, the quantum of further effort

needed and the plan of action. A "communication culture", therefore,
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needs to be infused in the "generators11 arri the "users" of the

information. Unfortunately, this was not so far receiving due

attention in the planning and execution of our re&earch projects

even in the most vital areas of community water supply and waste

disposal.

Large sums of money have bean allocated by the Government

of India towards improvement of the quality of our environment

during the Fifth Five Year Plan period (1974-79). Community water

supply and waste disposal constitute one of the important aspects

in the preservation of the quality of environment. This programme,

is howsver, not likely to get the desired impetus, unless continuous

flow of information at all levels is assured. Information from the

field if properly collected and compiled will serve as an excellent

feed back for planning future programmes. This will be useful to

Technical & Scientific Staff as well as to the planners all alike.

It is with this idea that the present Workshop on "Information

Management in Community Water Supply and Waste Disposal" has been

conceived by the Institute so that the various facets of the Infor-

mation Management in these areas are brought out through exchange

of views by the participants. The forum is intended to resolve the '

plan of action in these fields.

I am grateful to WHO for evincing keen interest in the

Workshop and for having prepared a document which could form one
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of the important agenda for the discussion at the Workshop. This

document is to serve as a guide to countries in different stages, e.g-in

development of modus operandi for the establishment and management

of an information system on community water supply and waste dis-

posal and the methodology for the collection, storage, retrievel,

analysis and evaluation of the data.

I am thankful to Dr. Y.Nayudanrna, Director-General, SIR

for his support and encouragement in organising the Workshop.

I also express my grateful thanks to the delegates from home as

well as abroad for participation in the Workshop.

Last, but not the least, I am thankful to the members of

the training, information, documentation, liaison and extension

Division of NfiERI who have worked hard for every detail of the

necessary arrangements for organising this Workshop.

DIRECTOR'
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GENESIS GF THE WORKSHOP

The present Workshop is admittedly an outcome of the

deliberations at the meeting of the Directors' of Institutions

collaborating with WHO _ IRC for Community Water Supply held

at Bilthoven, The Netherlands, during April 9-13, 1973 wherein

specific activities and projects for R & D work in this area

were identified. ,

Organisation of seminars on administration and manage-

ment, dissemination of inf oniation, selection, translation and

distribution of selected technical publications were some of the

few areas which were stressed as important for R & D work. It

was also resolved that special meetings on these topics may be

held in different WHO regions.

OUTLINE' OF TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED ' ": > .

Being one of the Regional Reference Centres of the World

Health Organisations International Reference Centres;, NEERI has

taken the initiative of organising this workshop on Information

Management in Community Water Supply and Waste Disposal, with a

view to foster greater inter-action between the WHO, the collabo-

rating institutes of the region and the generators, processors
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and users of information in these fields. The Workshop aims at

discussion in depth on the various facets of the information

management„ The expertise available for the deliberations, i t i s

hoped, will be able to. infuse several ideas and plans to improve

upon the existing communication system in these vital fields. As

a leading institution in these fields, NEJ5BI has through years

shouldered the responsibility both of the R & D work and the

communication system.

It i s perhaps for the first time that the topic of

'Information Management in Community Water Supply and Waste

Disposal^ is being discussed on a common platform as a free forum.

It i s heartening that apart from the representatives from some of

the collaborating institutes, those from WHO International Refere-

nce Centre and also from the WHO Headquarters at Geneva are parti-

cipating in this Workshop. A number of experts at national level

comprising of engineers, scientists, professors, planners, managers,

consultants, documentalists and public relations offieers have

evinced keen interest in this Workshop and will be tak|.ig part in

the deliberations.

The subject 'information' covers too wide a spectrum to

be covered in two days. In order to have pin-pointed, but exhau- •

stive discussions, the aspects to be discussed are intended to

focus attention mainly on the following facets ;
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1) Characteristics, testing and evaluation
of information;

2) Problems of storage and retrieval of
information;

3) Communication and dissemination techniques; and

4) Education and training of information workers in the
developing countries including administration and
management.

Some of the topics which should be given due thought

are s

1) How can the results of research and other recorded
information connected with the field can best be
collected, evaluated, stored, retrived and made
available through the existing documentation tech-
niques practised in this and other fields 'i

2) How can the results of the technology assessment,
adaptation and tests be best made available to the
potential users. What would be the main elements
of our activities in information dissemination ?

3) What could form an effective information management
system ?

4) Under what conditions and circumstances, would it be
possible to mount an effective information activity 1

5) How should the information collectiony evaluation and
dissemination system be designed in order to place
the right information in the right form and. as swiftly
as possible into the hands of the potential users ?

6) What are the various types of information or data that are
required to be collected and the means of evaluation ?
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DGCUMiiNT PREPARED 3Y WHO

Incidentally, the community water supply and sanitation

division of environmental health of the WHO, Geneva has prepared

a draft guide on 'information systems for community water supply

and wastes disposal' meant mainly for the use of developing coun-

tries. It has come for discussion at the most opportune time

before the group of experts. A lot of efforts have been put into

the preparation of the draft guide and it is hoped that the parti-

cipants would benefit a great deal from this document.

The forum is expected to provide an ideal opportunity to

all cc:acerned to exchange views and ideas and also to check for

themselves what more efforts are required to improve the informa-

tion management systems already in vogue with them.

The deliberations of the Workshop would also help WHO in

getting the draft critically examined so that the modifications

could be incorporated in the final version wherever necessary.

MODUS OPERANDI

The papers and notes received from different agencies

will be first presented and then thrown open for discussion.

Besides,the delegates will be expected to feel free to express
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their views on various aspects of this field. This discussion

would prove as a beneficial background whereafter the delegates

will be divided into sub-groups representing the four main areas

as indicated above. These sub-groups will examine the matter

further in depth and synthesise their thoughts into a coherent

component setting out the specific recommendations and suggestions.

In doing so i t will be necessary to resolve the conflicts of

opinions, should they arise, and give rise to final views. These

reports of the sub-groups will ultimately be presented at the

Plenary Session on December 12, 1974:, to enable the participants

for formulation of a creative, imaginative, as well as a realistic

and practical approach for improving the communication system so as

%*> tune i t to the requirements.

The Workshop shall have served the purpose, if the deli-

berations give rise to resolutions and plan(s) of action*

( G, K, SETH )
Convener
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TRAINING THROUGH

A CASE FJR THE DEVELOPED W3RLD

J.M.G. van Damme

WHO In t e rna t i ona l Reference Centre for Community
Water Supply, Parkweg, The Hague .

INTRODUCTION

In the developing world mi l l ions of people, l i v i n g

in dozens of coun t r i e s , lack r e l i a b l e dr inking water. There

i s an increas ing awareness among in t e rna t i ona l organizat ions

tha t in order t o improve t h i s s i t u a t i o n , more energy has t o

be devoted t o problem-oriented ac t ion . The developed world

can cont r ibute t o the solut ion of the manifold problems in

severa l ways. Training i s one of them.

During the l a s t decades, the na t iona l community water

supply programmes of many count r ies have been severely

hampered by the acute shortage of sk i l l ed personnel of a l l

l e v e l s . In severa l count r ies the r a t e of education and

t r a i n i n g by the l imited number of profess ional and technica l

institutions available is not even sufficient to meet the

additional manpower-needs created by the increase in popula-

tion. Although there is reason to be pleased with the progress

being made in various parts of the world in the development of
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t ra in ing programmes, obvious deficiencies s t i l l exist in several

regions where there continues t o be an urgent demand for additio-

nal manpower and further t ra ining of available employees.

In World Health S t a t i s t i c s Report no. 11 of 1973 the

World Health Organization (WHJ) tabulated the outcome of a

questionnaire on community water supply in developing countries.

Table 1 shows in how many countries lack of trained personnel

was regarded to be amongst the top f ive constraints in the

construction of community water supply systems. The same WHi3

report mentions numbers of sub-professionals requiring

tra in ing during 1972-1976 and the ava i l ab i l i t y of adequate

in-country t ra in ing f a c i l i t i e s . For almost 20,000 persons

within t h i s category no national f a c i l i t i e s are available.

C0QPJ5RAIIVE EFFORTS

I t i s obvious that in order to overcome these short-

comings, increasing assistance through a l l available means i s

needed. WHO in various ways plays an important role in the

education and t ra in ing of personnel in the public health f i e ld .

Several other organizations are likewise active in t h i s f i e ld .

One course of action i s the establishment of national

and regional t ra in ing centres; presumably t h i s may be the way

by which in the long run the t ra in ing deficiencies can be most .

*(Page DA-3) DA 2



adequately dealt with. Gtae of the tasks of the WHJ Interna-

tional Reference Centre for Community Water Supply (IRC) i s

to play an active role in this development with the help of

a network of regional reference centres and collaborating

institutions. In doing so the expertise of those directly

or indirectly working on these problems in the developed

world cannot be overlooked.

Rank of importance first

Africa (28) 3

Ane ricas (22) 3

E. Mediterranean(19) 4

Europe (2) 1

South-East Asia (7) 1

Western Pacific (3) 2

second third

1

1

4

-

2

2

12

2

3

-

-

-

fourth

2

4

3

-

-

2

fifth

2

5

1

-

2

-

Table 1 i- Constraints in construction of community water supply.
(Explanation first line : -in 3 of 23 African countries
trained personnel was regarded as the first important
in 1 as the second important constraint, etc. )

lack of
constraint,

Institution building is a long-range matter; additional

provision will be needed for the demands of today.

Another approach is the carrying out of special training

activities, where use i s made of existing facilit ies for the
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training of intermediate and auxiliary personnel for national

public services, who in turn would be in a position to train

others for similar tasks. Several organizations in the U.N.

family are working on such programmes. Among them are the

World Health Organization (WHJ), the Centre for Housing,

Building and Planning of the Department of Economic and

Social Affairs (ESA-CHBP), the U.N. Industrial Development

Organization (UNIDO) and the Food and Agriculture

Organization (FAQ). • • • • • •

Through a project as discussed in a WHiJ/IRC meeting

in 1973 i t is hoped to initiate in due course such an approach

in Africa. It consists of the training of trainers-to-be by a

travelling team of regional instuctors. 3ased on estimates of

present and future training needs and existing facili t ies, this

newly trained staff would organize courses and seminars for ope-

rators and technicians and the like, with the help of training

manuals and teaching aids adapted to the local situation. The

experience acquired in Latin America might serve as an example.

The travelling team would go from country to country, assessing

needs and training trainers in an adaptive way, thus causing a

dhow-ball effect of training facilities for operators and

technicians. . .
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A brief set up of the project has been given in Table 2 .

Existing institutions in the countries might house the courses,

and again the support and assistance of those experienced in

this field in the developed world is crucial. In this context

i t may also be mentioned that some further preparatory work has

already been carried out by the IWSA Standing Committee on

Education and Training of Waterworks personnel .

Although this method might lead to results in the short

term, i t cannot solve the problems of the next year to come.

A method which is paining more and more interest i s

centered on the transfer of knowledge and methods by means of

demonstration programmes, pilot studies and the preparation of

guides and manuals. Such programmes - in the water supply

field at present promoted particularly by WH3 and i t s

affiliated Interna ional Reference Centres with Regional Reference

Centres and (national) Collaborating Institutions - are based on

existing capabilities within the Institutions. A project

concerning the promotion of slow sand filtration for rural areas

in developing countries i s in an advanced state of preparation.

Considerable experience with this method has been built up in

several West European countries since the beginning of this

century. It will be clear that, in a cooperative effort between

workers in the developing and the developed world, to have this

method more widely applied, the input of this considerable

experience is essential. A brief description of the project

has been given in Table 3.(Page DA.-7)
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1. investigation of present and future training needs
and existing facili t ies in selected countries.

2. Drafting programmes adapted to local situations and
the compilation of training manuals, teaching aids,
etc., based on existing material e.g. in Latin America.

3. Formation of a pool of professional and/or semi-profre-
ssional instructors, as much as possible from the region
concerned,

4. Seminars with senior officers in the country concerned
in order to agree on needs and on the programmes as
prepared.

5. Instruction of trainers-to-be, both by off-the-job and
on-the-job training.

6. Training carried out by the newly trained staff,
assisted by the pool if desirable, and in a local
language if appropriate.

7. Regular continuation of training the trainers in order
to enable them to organize follow-up programmes.

3. Evaluation on the base of expected output, application
of experience in subsequent countries and dissemination
of results.

Table 2 - Travelling Instructor Team

Training Abroad; some Considerations

In December 1973 a regional symposium was held in Addis

Ababa on the training of personnel for power and water produc-

tion and distribution. It was noted during the meeting that

the major companies in several French speaking African countries

organized training courses in their vocational training centres,

but that parallel with these local programmes, African companies,
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particularly those with a relatively small staff, used schools

and centres in France for training and providing advanced

training for skilled technicians.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8,

Compilation of existing knowledge by literature survey,
correspondence with experts and visits to plants.

Laboratory research at institutions in a number of
developing countries, concerning adaptation to local
circumstances.

Construction of experimental filtration plants in
small villages in agreement with national policies,
and as much as possible using local skills and
materials.

Coordinated programme of research and development
aspects at the pilot plants, making use of existing
facilities and with the Effiistance of university
students.

Development of manuals and guidelines for the
design, construction and maintenance of slow sand
filtration plants, including measures for variable
local conditions.

Training courses on the spot, both for future
instructors, supervisors and operators, so as to
make sure that experience is transferred, and to
enable responsible persons to run the plant properly
after it has been transferred as an actual water
supply unit to the village concerned.

Seminars to show the advantages of the slow sand
filter for developing countries and to promote and
encourage the use of this system.

Extension of the project, and initiatives to actually
implement slow sand filters on a wide scale.

T- ble-5; Demonstration Programme on Slow Sand Filtration.

One of the recommendations of the meeting was " that

countries which might not have the resources to establish

national vocational training centres should seek opportunities
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to train their personnel in existing African centres or in

countries outside Africa."

Some participants at the meeting attached great

importance to training abroad because of the inadequacy or

absence of the necessary local training infrastructure.

Indeed, vary often training at home is just not possible.

In spite of an increasing conviction that workers in developing

countries can best be trained in their own country, physical

deficiencies often force the adoption of alternative methods.

There is, however, another side to this coin. At a

previous Congress of the International Water Supply Association

in hondon in 1955 a consideration was brought forward concerning

the supervisory and foreman grades of employees. " It is quite

common for such men to spend the whole of their working lives

with one undertaking. Whilst this enables a man to acquire a

wealth of local knowledge, which undoubtedly is of great

advantage to his employer, it tends to restrict his general

outlook and may result in resistance to any changes which the

management may think necessary to introduce. "

It can be added that training should stress the practical

aspects of the subjects covered and should preferably take place

at well-equipped, and well-run plants. Europe has such plants.
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Twinning

Against tha background of tha foregoing considerations -

and without pretending to suggest a new approach or a panacea

for training problems - the IRC, in a third approach, i s now

working on the establishment of bilateral contracts between

water supply organisations in developing countries and such

organisations in industrialized countries. As an additional

method to attack training problems, th is ntwinning-system"

i s able to contribute to short terra solutions : those of

"today and the coming weeks." Table 4* shows the way i t works

in a l l i t s simplicity.

Organizers of the "twinning-system" do realize the

drawbacks of training abroad. Consequently, preorientation

of the instructor in the country concerned as well as thorough

follow-up at the fac i l i t i e s in the t rainee 's own country,

where he i s expected to perform his duties, are added. In addition,

the approach i s meant for practical training for a specific job at

the fac i l i t i e s of the twinning organization. Basic theoretical

training could be included, but might be better organised at home.

The advantages of the system to the developing country

organization are not to be underestimated. Training i s carried

•(Page DA-12)
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nut by those who from day today are confronted with, p rac t ica l

problems in t h e i r own work and fur ther know the organization

concerned and the place where the t ra inee has to work af ter .

t r a in ing . There i s the p o s s i b i l i t y of intensive follow-up

and t ra in ing can be quickly organised as the need a r i s e s . In

general well-run f a c i l i t i e s are available and any man will bs

able to receive t ra in ing at almost any time - not so much

dependent on haphazard open places in a t ra ining i n s t i t u t e or

the ava i l ab i l i t y of a course a.t the time i t i s needed. In t h i s

way t h i s system - in addition to any other p o s s i b i l i t y which

can be used if appropriate - can add to the execution of a

t ra in ing plan for the sub-professionals in the organisation.

The exchange of personnel on a b i l a t e r a l basis - In. some

cases also des i rable bo replace the ins t ruc tor of the t ra inees

during his absence from his normal work - leads to the

addit ional advantage of the p o s s i b i l i t y of rendering advisory

services in operational or exploi ta t ional problems by the

v i s i t i n g staff. Advance on optimization of the exist ing t r e a t -

ment works, new metluds of chemical control , on the set up of

workshops, or on development plans of d i s t r ibu t ion networks may

be acquired from the experienced staff . I t w i l l , on the other

hand very well be possible that t h i s advisory a c t i v i t y wil l also

work the other way around. • . . . .

Also the developed country partly benefits from the

re la t ionsh ip . In general the opportunity f J r a man to go to a
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developing country to be enlisted in the day today work under

very different conditions, may add considerably to his own

experience and enlarge his view. The confrontation with less

sophisticated solutions, with extrme forms of improvisation,

with less availability of skills and materials, with larger

risks of delays in the delivery of goods, with larger

financial and administrative problems and - last but not least -

with a different cultural environment may lead to new thinking

with his own problems and inventiveness as to zhe solution of

them. After the missions the expert takes back new experience

and this feedback can cause a new approach to the long applied

systems in his organization, An important matter, of course,

is the moral side of the matter. The relationship can be

considered as a form of technical assistance which in many

pects can be carried out more practically and more effectively

than many other ways of development cooperation. The advantages

in the recruitment of new personnel are obvious.

Che crucial aspect in this undertaking may be the

financial side. In principle twinning presupposes bilaterial

contacts on equal level: both benefit and jiaatiKpay. No salaries

and fees are being paid. The non-profit aspect is essential.

Basically no funds have to be exchanged. Each party takes care of

his own travelling and lodging expenses. If possible, however,

assistance might be provided for housing by the respective

organizations, which can be agreed upon on and ad hoc basis.Besides

DA 11 contd ...



t h i s , student fellowships can be obtained> ei ther from an

international organization, or from the Government of the

developed country organization. The IRC - acting as broker

in the undertaking - sees as one of i t s tasks to act as in ter -

mediary in such matters.

1. Two water supply organizations, one in a developing country
and one in Europe decide to establish bi later ontacts and
to cooperate in the solution of personnel and operational
problems.

2. The European organization sends i t s instructor to the
developing country organization in order to learn about the
specific problems, to become acquainted with needs and
f a c i l i t i e s to discuss future training ac t iv i t i e s , and to lay
a basis for the training abroad.

3. The developing country organization sends one or more of i t s
trainee-sub-professionals to Europe to le t them have practical
on-the-job training on the basis of brief theoretical explana-
t ions.

4. The trainees go back to thSsir country accompanied by the
instructor, :. o gives follow-up to the f&ropean training at the
f a c i l i t i e s where the newly trained person i s expected to
perform his work.

5. TJuring his stay abroad the instructor - now acquainted with "
the organization concerned - makes his expertise and
experience available by " trouble shooting » and advising on
exploitation and operational problems if requested.

6. Having assumed his fu l l responsibi l i t ies after departure of
the instructor , the newly trained man can rely on the manuals
made available to him during the courses, on correspondence
with the twinning organization and on further follow-up during
subsequent v i s i t s of the instructor.

7. Other sub-professional trainees take the place of the i r pre-
decessors, who themselves Can be considered for further
advanced training*

8. No b i l l s or declarations at the end.

Table-IV: Twinning.
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In order to enable the companies to mutually benefit in

their actions from a sound experience, gained during an initial

period of exchanging knowledge and information, the relationship

-̂ .yin principle have to be extended over a period of, for example,

3 or 4 years. The duration of both the training periods and the

mutual visits to the companies will have to be decided upon on an

ad hoc basis, depending on the nature of the problems and the

results desired.

It goes without saying that the two twin-organizations must

be of comparable character: type of water used (grDundwater or

surface water), rural or urban supply, quantity of watsr delivered,

etc.

Obviously, the trainer who is responsible for the learning

period of the trainees should be a most capable person, who at the

same time is well able to consider the implications of specific

circumstances which distinguish developing countries from industria-

lized countries. - • ."

In the Netherlands where the initiative was first developed,

serious interest in this approach has been demonstrated from several

sides and in the mean time some experience has been acquired.

Several organizations have taken the initiative in exploring the

possibilities of such a relationship. It is hoped njw that this

activity can be extended to other European countries.
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Ch the other hand, through the manifold contacts the I KG

has, i t has become apparent that many water supply organizations

in developing countries will gladly take th i s opportunity to

solve thei r most pressing training problems, 3n the basis of a

f i r s t limited orientation in Africa (assisted by the Inter-

African Committee for Hydraulic Studies? in Upper Volta) serious

interest has been expressed by organisations in countries l ike

Gameroun, Congo, Ghana, Niger, Senegal, Sudan and 3aire. In the

establishment of these preliminary contacts WHiJ) has been coopera-

t ive in several ways.

Conelusion

Thet,intention of t h i s paper i s to bring to the international

forum an approach to assist in the solution of a pressing problem,

and to stimulate a discussion to ascertain how far the approach of

the twinning-system can be of general Value. I t i s hoped that

through th is down-to-earth system many water supply organizations

In the developed world will wish to cooperate with thei r less

privileged colleagues in developing countries.
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A PLEA FOR TRAINING OF PERSON £&

INFORMATION

G.K.Seth, N.Majumder and S.G.Shat
Na t iona l Environmental Engineering Research I n s t i t u t e ,

Nagpur

Concept of Information^

Information I s a sys temat ised body of i d e a s communicated

or in tended t o be communicated or developed f o r the purpose of

se l f communication or obtained by pe r sona l s tudy or i n v e s t i g a -

tion. -

I t i s an essential ingradient in decision making and i s

a vital aspect for any discipline. Field of Community Water

Supply and Wastes Disposal is not an exception to this.

There is a mass of information which is being generated

and i t has to percolate ultimately to the decision makers so as

to derive maximum benefits. Besides the information contained

in published documents, a large number of information is hidden

in unpublished documents such as personal files, operators note

books, classified reports etc, which do not see the light of the

day. All this information has to be filtered, sifted and the

ultimate information thus collected is crucial for the decision

m a k e r s . . ' • • • • - ;•
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Nature of Information

In view of the In t e r -d i sc ip l ina ry character of the

subject of Community Water Supply and Waste Disposal, the

spectrum of information required i s very wide. The following

tab le gives an idea of the various items of information that

are required to be collected :

Item

Water Supply(General)

Water Resources

Water Collection &
Transmission

Water Quality

Water Treatment

Water Distr ibution

Water Use

Water Pollution Control

Information to be collected

Management and Administration,
Water Works Operation and Main-
tenance records, Planning,Fina-
ncing, Economics, Manpower,Public
Relations,Sociological aspects .

Surface Water, Ground Water Con-
servation and Evaporation Control.

Reservoirs and Intake Wells,
I n f i l t r a t i o n Gal ler ies , Transmi-
ssion Mains, Pumping Stations.-

Physical, Chemical,Biological &
Bacteriological Analysis of Water.

Treatment Plants ,Pipel ine Growths,
Pretreatment, Physical,Chemical &
Biological Processes,

Planning,Design and hydraulics of
Dist r ibut ion Systems,Storage Faci-
l i t i e s , Pump Motors and aigines .
Pipe Tubing and Conduits,Pipe Mate-
r ia l s ,Coat ings , Linings & Jo in t s for
Water Distr ibution Systems,Pipe Ins t -
a l l a t i on and Maintenance.

Domestic,Industrial,Commercial,Agri-
c u l t u r a l , Municipal & other uses of
water; Leakage or Loss,Metering,
Consumpti on.
Pollution of Surface and Ground Water,
Estuarine and Coastal Pollution,Sour-
ces of Pol lut ion, Effects on Receiving
Water, Public Health, F i she r i e s , e t c ;
River Surveys & Pollut ional Load Stu-
d i e s , Gontrol & Abatement of Pol lut ion.
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WASTE WATER

(Sewage and Industrial Wastes)

Examination Quantity,Composition,Physical,
Ghemical, 3iological, Bacteri-
ological, Properties, Sampling,
Effluent Standards.

Treatment and disposal

Utilisation, reclama-
tion and reuse of water

Sewage and Plant
Equipment

Collection Systems, Pumping,
Maintenance, Equipment, Storm
Water Overflows.

SOLID WASTES

Charac beristies Collection, treatment and
disposal of refuse, garbage
and other solid wastes.

RURAL SANITATION

Present Status Rural Water Supply,
Excreta Disposal

Social aspects

The foregoing table shows the broad spectrum of headings

under the process of Community Water Supply & Wastes Disposal.
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However, elaborate information is required on each of these

aspects. For example, in the field of water supply and distri-

bution we may require the following additional type of

information.: -

(1) • Population served

Urban

Rural

(2) Year of commissioning of faci l i ty

(3) Agency responsible for operation of the faci l i ty

(4) Source of supply

(5) Treatment method

(6) Treatment capacity

(7) Operational schedule

Continuous

Intermittent

(3) Types of consumer

Domestic .

Commercial

• . Industrial •

Public Use

(9) laboratory control

(10) Pumping capacity .

(11) Storage

(12) Distribution

(13) Improvement needed

(14) Finances involved
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This is only indicative and shows the vastness of

information needed. like-wise, information on several other

topics i s also required, but has not been enumerated to save

space. .

Organisations concerned with the problem

A number of organisation such as Municipal Corpora-

tions, Local Self Government Departments, Public Health Engi-

neering Departments of various States are directly concerned

with the problems connected with Community Water Supply &

Wastes Disposal. Besides, there are other organisations such

as CPHEEO, (Ministry of Works & Housing), NEERI, Planning

Commission, Department of Science & Technology, State Develop-

ment Boards, Regional Water Pollution Control Authorities which

are vitally concerned with these aspects for planning, fore-

casting and R & D activities. In addition, a number of research

proprietary firms and teaching institutions such as All India

Institute of Hygiene & Public Health, IITs, VJTI, Engineering

Colleges, Universities are concerned with these important

aspects.

Present state of affairs

All these organisations are playing their role in

different ways in collecting, organising and disseminating
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information. But none of them can claim that they have with

them al l that i s required. This may be attributed to factors

such as i

(a) Lack of enthusiasm

(b) Lack of proper communication

(c) Absence of proper system for collecting
and storing information

(d) Scanty budgetary provision for this
aspect

(e) Lack of trained personnel

Training ••

Of the above mentioned factors, the last viz., the

training of personnel needs special emphasis as properly

trained people will also be able to overcome to a large extent

the other inhibitions in this programme.

The topics which may be taught at the training course

may comprise the following : .

(a) Importance of information

(b) i! Nature and type of information . ; '.

(c) Sources of Information

(d) Methods of col lec t ion •

(e) Recording and storage - designing of proforma

(f) Concepts of data bank • • : •.

(g) Retrieval and communication techniques.
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The above syllabus is only suggestive and details

can be worked out so as to suit the different types of

personnel. This training can be imparted to persons at various

levels such as top executives, the middle level managers - say

Superintending Engineers, Executive Engineers, Assistant Engi-

neers and the Technicians such as Water Works Superintendent>

Operators etc, al l of whom are concerned in some way or the

other with the collection, storage and dissemination of

information. The duration and the syllabus of these training

courses will have to be suitably designed depending upon the

level of trainees.

Conclusions

The free flow and transfer of information can be

effected if we could convince the decision makers about the vital

ro3e played by 'Information' in this wide field. Much can be

achieved if our information system is managed by properly trained

personnel and that alone can deliver the goods in a proper manner.

This is possible if suitable training is injected to persons at

various levels and only then we can expect to get the right type

of information at the right time and in a right manner.
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INFORMATION
AT INUSRWATICWAL LiiYEL

J.M.G. van Dannie

WHO I n t e r n a t i o n a l Heference Centre for Community
Water su.pp±y, Parkweg, "The Hague .

1 . Introduction .

As one means to arrive at a better exchange and transfer

of technical and scientific information and knowledge an

institutional network for communication flow through interna-

tional cooperation has been set up by the WHO. The WHO Interna-

tional Reference Centre for Community Water Supply (IRC) acts

as coordinating centre of this network.

I t i s felt that information management involves the

performance of a broad range of activities as they are carried

out by the IRC- Some experiences in the information field of

the International Reference Centre are being discussed in the

following seotions. First some background information i s given

after which in a brief description :>f IRC's activities some

aspects of information management are being touched on .

2. Objectives and organization of the IRC

Within the framework of the WHO programme concerning

community water supply, i t is the objective of the IRQ -o

stimulate and consolidate efforts directed towards the improve-

ment and development of water supplies in both industrialized
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and developing countries. In connection with the serious

problems in the latter a great deal of IRC's activities will

apply to this category of countries.

The IRC endeavours to fulfil i t s objectives as the

nexus of a worldwide network of Regional Reference Centres

(RRC's, at present two, at Nagpur, India and Lima, Peru) and

Collaborating Institutions (CI's, at present 3l). The activi-

ties are carried out in cooperation with i ts host institute,

the Netherlands Government Institute for Water Supply, as well

qs many other organizations and institutions in and outside the

Netherlands. ; •: ; '

The targets of the IRC fall under two main headings :

(a) Information exchange

The collection and dissemination of information on community

water supply, including the transfer of knowledge to developing

countries; the preparation of codes of practices, training manuals

and state-of-the-art papers; and the training of scientific and

technical workers and others by the planning and implementatiori of

training programmes and courses and the exchange of research

workers. .

(b) Research and_development

The identification of research needs and institutional

facili t ies, and the promotion of research and development in
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v a r i o u s a s p e c t s of community water supply, i n c l u d i n g the

p r e p a r a t i o n , conduct and coo rd ina t i on of r e s e a r c h and deve-

lopment and demonst ra t ion p r o j e c t s , and t h e t r a n s f e r of

knowledge and methods in the same c o n t e x t .

The IRC c o n t a c t s can be v i s u a l i z e d as f o l l o w s :

WHO _ CWSS UNIT

IRC/CWS

COLLABORATING INSTITUTION

NETHERUNDS MINISTRY OF PUBLIC
HEALTH AND ENVIRCNM2NTAL HYGIENE

NATIONAL AND INTEHNAIICWAL
ORGANISATIONS AND INSTITUTIONS

ADVISORY BOARD

I t has already been proven tha t the system of Interna-

t iona l and Regional Reference Centres in a network of

Collaborating I n s t i t u t i o n s , can del iver a valuable con t r i -

bution to the improvement of weaknesses in communication

exis t ing a l l over the world, and through th i s can accelerate

the a c t i v i t i e s leading to be t t e r water supply services .

This approach has been brought forward in the Ad hoc working

group on ru ra l potable water supply and sani ta t ion of

UNICEF, UNDP, UNEP, IBRD, WHO, IDRC and QECD as a basic

system to provide "channeler 's functions" which are indirect

ways of exchange of information between producers and users•>
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In principle i t provides an appropriate infrastructure to

make possible the transfer of information and methods from

industrialized to developing countries and the initiation

and coordination of research, development, demonstration and

training programmes; two aspects which should be linked

tightly together.

Two new developments, both indirectly resulting from the

recommendations of a "Meeting of Directors of Institutions

collaborating with the WHO International Reference Centre

for Community Water Supply", organized by the IRC in 1973,

will lead to an improvement of the practical output of the

system.

(a) For 1975 i t has been planned, that the Dutch

Government will more than double i t s financial

support for the IRC, which will then, amount to

approximately US $ 400,000— (excluding certain

faci l i t ies) . The number of permanent staff can

then be increased to ten persons.

(b) 1 sound definition of the aims of the network, the

means of collaboration and communication and a

specification of tasks of IRC, RRC's and Gl's is

. • ••;, now in preparation. One aspect, of great

importance, is the functioning of the Collaborating

Institutions as national focal points with regional
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coordination and assistance by the RRC's and

with overall support of the IRC. Both in

"ormation exchange and the cooperation in research

and development work, this set-up should form the

basis of the network. In addition the extension

of the network in order to arrive at a better

geographical distribution on the one hand and the

: inclusion, if possible, of more institutions and

organizations within one country (especially large

ones) on the other hand, is now in study. Finally,

the selection of suitable institutions and orga-

nizations In the network is now receiving attention.

It is expected that as of 1975, when the IRC will be able

to considerably increase its staff, better planning and division

of tasks within the network, and a further improved output

will be attained. Further follow-up of the recommendations of

the meeting of Directors of Collaborating Institutions can then

be taken in hand. In order to arrive at an improved

organizational structure, it is intended to change the status

of the IRC to that of a foundation later in 1975.

3- Main activities in 1975 and 1974.

3.1. Projects :

3.1.1. glow ,sand _fil_tra_tion _f or developing countrle_§

The great importance of slow sand filtration for
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developing countries was expressed during the Meeting of

Directors of Collaborating Institutions, which took place

in April 1373 at Bilthoven. In the recommendations of the

Bi1thoven Meeting further study of this type of filtration

and its adaptation to tropical and semi-tropical circum-

stances w as credited with the highest priority.

For practical reasons it was decided to divide the programme

into two stages:

In the first stage data collection, surveys, preliminary

studies and design work will be performed. Also included

are laboratory investigations prior to construction of pilot

units to be carried out by Collaborating Institutions. The

second stage covers the set-up of "the pilot pLaat which,

also serves as a demonstration model for a village supply

and all further field work. Training courses and seminars

with demonstrations will conclysk the programme.

The preliminary work has now been completed and actual work

is expected to start before the end of 1974. Collaboration

has been prepared with organizations and institutions in

Ghana, India, Kenya, Sudan and Turkey. Special aspects will

be studied in Thailand and latin America. The local

participation in this project is essential. Funds are

being made available by the Ministry for Development

Cooperation of the Netherlands. The results and prospects of
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the project will be regularly evaluated. No do bt this

project can form an important step in the information

transfer of appropriate technologies to developing countries.

i
3.1.2. Water dispensing devices and methods. ' • .

|ln accordance with an agreement with the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank) a study

is being undertaken with the objective of identifying ways and

means for the dispensing of water at public watering points,

in ords-r to avoid wastage of water. The devices are those

types considered suitable for use in urban and rural 'w ater

supply systems in the developing countries.

Roughly speaking the study will involve two areas of investi-

gation: • • ".

(a) to' identify all devices currently in use, previously

employed or suggested for use by designs, ideas,

patents or models, and which can be used in urban and

rural water systems for the public dispensing of water

to people;

(b) to determine methods and approaches for the control of

public watering points which rely on certain opera-

tional and administrative techniques to dispense water

to the public.

• ' • ' • • > • • ' • '. C A 7



A guide reviewing the findings, will be published in due

course, which will be distributed on a large scale.

5.1.3. Water re-use

With the cooperation of a number of parties, the

IRC is now in the process of organiing a project, the objective

of which is to arrive a coordinative research effort

regarding short and long term health effects and technological

aspects of the reclamation of waste water and the use and

control thereof.

The project consists of:

1. the compilation of a state-of-the-art review on the

basis of a comprehensive literature study and a review

of current work in different parts of the world;

2. the preparation and organisation of a small working

session of representatives of authorities active in

research and development <3S to the use of renovated

waste water, in order to obtain an inventory of present

knowledge, needs and plans for research, development and

construction in the various countries, and to

preliminary develop a coordinative programme with as

many participating institutions and individuals as

considered possible, to be followed up after the meeting.

This will be financed through a "framework for funding."
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The meeting will be held in January 1975.

3. the fomation of a permanent contact group as follow-up

of 2 for the performance of coordinated efforts and

the exchange of information with as many investigations

as possible. This will include the organization of

documentation services and publication of a quarterly

Abstract on Re-use, to be dealt with by the secretariat

of the IRC, assisted by a consultantj

.4. the promotion of research on health aspects of water

re-use and related subjects; the organization of an

expert meeting after 2 years, to evaluate current and

performed work. Plans are now in an advanced stage and

activities are scheduled to start in late 1974.

This project will hopefully lead to a well organized exchange

of information on this new research activity.

3.1.4. Ob her projects

Elements of project proposals discussed during the mee ting

at Bilthoven are being executed or are in the course of

preparation. The programmes will be accelerated as soon

as more staff in 1975 is available. This follow-up of

meetings in which much energy has been invested is regarded

as a basic condition for proper information management.
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3,2 Meetings

Within the framework of a WHO project, IRC convened a

meeting on the health aspects of the use of polyelectro-

lytes in water treatment and of plastic pipes for dis-

tribution networks,, Seventeen specialists from both

industrialized and developing countries took part in the

discussions, which led to the two technical IRC publica-

tions "Health aspects relating to the use of uPVC pipes

for community water supply", and "Health aspects relat-

ing to the use of polyelectrolytes in water treatment for

community water supply," both of which contain a number

of recommendations.

As soon as the French editions have been distributed,

further follow-up to bhe recommendations of the mee ting

will be given.

3.3. Publications

3.3.1 Newsletter

The Newsletter, which is being made available to subs-

cribers at no cost, appears to be a useful medium for

the dissemination of information of general interest and

for the exchange of news between IRC and the Collaborating

Institutions as well as many other institutions and

organizations. At present the Newsletter has a monthly
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3.3.2

circulation of approximately 2,500 copies in English,

2,200 copies in French and 2,000 copies in Spanish,

(the l a t t e r was made possible throagh an agreement with

the Pan American Center for Sanitary Engineering and

Environmental Sciences (CEPI3), Lima, Peru, concerning

translation into Spanish and dissemination in Latin

America). The success of the Newsletter i s being

ascribed to i t s extensive mailing l i s t which i s conti-

nuously updated, i t s publication in three languages, i t s

compactness and i t s free of charge distribution.

Another regular series is the IK Bulletins, giving

reviews of institutional facilities, training progranmes

and research activities at Collaborating Institutions

and other organizations. .

A general paper n Information on Collaborating Institutes"

and six bulletins have oeen issued so far s (1970)

Bulletin no. 1 " Community water supply (197l)
research 1971 "

Bulletin no. 2 " Training courses in community (1971)
water supply "

Bulletin no. 3 " Community water supply (197 2)
research 1972 n

Bulletin no. 4 » The story of CPHrfRI (Central (1972)
Public Health Engineering
Research Institute), Nagpir,
India."

contd ...
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Bulletin no. 5 " Meeting of Directors of insti tutions
collaborating with the WHJ Interna-
tional Reference Centre for Community
Water Supply. Report of the procee-
dings. * (1973)

Bulletin No. 6 " Community water supply research (1973)
1973 "

3.3.3 Technical papers

In the IHC technical paper series, in which scientific and

technical information is being published, the following

papers have been issued :

Technical paper No, 1 « Plastic pipe in drinking
water distribution practice,
a bibliography" (1971)

Technical paper No. 2 " The suitabil i ty of iodine
and iodine compounds as

.. . disinfectants for small
water supplies"
3, C.J. Zoeteman (1972)

Technical paper No. 3 •» The purification of water
on a small scale." Also in
French. (1973)

Technical paper No. 4 " Health aspects relating (1973)
to the use ofuPVC pipes
for community water

; : • : supply"

Technical papar No. 5 " Health aspects relating (1973)
. t o the use of polyelec-

trolytes in water
treatment for community
water supply"

Technical paper No. 6 " The potential pollution (1973)
index as a tool for river
water quality management11

B.J.C.
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3,4 Information ..and doctuftent^t.ion

One of the tasks of the IRC i s to es tabl ish and keep

up-to-date a pool of information concerning the water

supply f i e l d , (and possibly in a future siaga also the

waste water f i e l d ) , to function as a " mailbox" and

nexus for organisat ions, i n s t i t u t i o n s and persons who

need information, and to supply information on i t s own

i n i t i a t i v e or to mediate in the exchange of sc i en t i f i c

and technical knowledge and information. Several

approaches for information col lec t ion and t ransfer have

been t r i ed out thus f a r , in order to ar r ive at an

effective system adapted to the circumstances concerned.

The following f a c i l i t i e s are available at the IRC J

- a documentation systen/^ata bank which i s in

development. The function of the IRC i s unique

insofar as emphasis i s being placed on unpublished

repor ts and publicat ions which are d i f f i cu l t t o

obtain on the one hand and problems in developing

countries on the other. For the time being a

mechanical equipment i s applied which i s also in use

a t the Internat ional Reference Centre for Wastes

Disposal and which i s in study at the Regional

Reference Centre at Lima, Peru.
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- handling of requests for information. Partly •

as a result of announcements in the Newsletter

each year hundreds of requests for information

are dealt with either directly or with the

cooperation of members of the network or others.

Essential for this service is promptness of

handling,

dissemination of material and publications, which

are received in bulk from any source, especially

for Collaborating Institutions .

- publications (see 3.5) .

As soon as more staff becomes available in 1975 more

emphasis will be laid on this aspect of IRC's work.

The transfer of knowledge through training could not

as yet be attended to because of the lack of specia-

lized staff. Contacts have already been established,

however, concerning ;

specific assistance to a number of countries j

- a training programme for instructors bv a

travelling training team ;

contd
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3.5 Miscellanea

A number of additional activities are being carried out I

collaborative programme with the University of

Oklahoma on data collection of " Practical Solu-

tions in drinking wa-er supply and water treatment

for developing countries" followed by a technical

' workshop at the IRC in May 1975 .

coordination >f field trials and testing of new

technologies, and methods by institutions in or

outside the network, e.g. simple technologies,

methods for water laality tests, etc., as part of

the information exchange range : collection/

evaluat ion/revien'/J-issemination.

organization of joint efforts. At present an

attempt is being made to establish bilateral

contacts between water supply organisations in

developing countries and industrialized

countries, concerning cooperation and training

and advice on operational problems} this aspect

has been further dealt with in

w Training through cooperation - a case of the

developed world", and is usually called

n twinning." :
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4. Conclusion

(l) Transfer, evaluation and adaptation of existing

technologies and related " extension™ act iv i t ies

can best be dealt with through active worldwide

cooperation of existing en t i t i es in an organisa-

t ional framework set jp for that purpose and

through coordination by one or more nexuses.

Each country or group of cou^ ies (especially

developing countries) should be represented in

that frame-work. Each natio: il representative

should have strong contacts with relevant

en t i t i es in his part icular t e r r i to ry and act

as a focal point in that country.

The net-work described in the foregoing chapters

i s such a frame-work in the development stage.

This net-work should gradually be further

enlarged, modified and better organized. Ideally,

funds should be made available for each representa-

t ive (next to project funds), to build up the

necessary infrastructure in the ins t i tu t ions .

Project implementation forms an essential act ivi ty

in such a frame-work.
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(2) The coordinating body (IRC) should, on the baais

• of continuously incoming information as to needs

and problems, develop new adaptation and demonstra-

tion projects, thus giving guidance to financing

agencies wishing to make funds available for the

development of water and sanitation facilities.

At the same time this body should be active in

coordinating information and documentation work.

This body should have direct relationships with WHO and

working contacts with other organizations. Liaison with

as many organizations and institutions as possible must

be maintained. This body, which should deal with both

water supply and waste water, should also work closely

together with UNilP-IHS.

(5) Ways and means of efficient and effective transfer

and adaptation of technology on a broad scale need

careful consideration. A first luestion is which

technology should be transferred. Information as

to new findings, developments or applications is

not readily available or easy to obtain. Contacts

with suppliers of such information should be

systematized, regular and personal. Time must be

allocated, albeit limited, and considerable

attention must be given to motivating the suppliers

as this aspect plays an important role.
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A second point is that evaluation and testing of

the technology concerned is essential. A frame-work

of persons and institutions must be available to do

the work and funds should be raised.

A third question is to whom the technology should be

transferred. In this aspect local involvement is

important and contacts should be maintained at the

working level.

A fourth point is follow-up. Training courses should

be organized to ensure continuity and through demons-

tration programnB s and seminars the new idea must be

"sold" and be developed in a snowball effect.

Decisive aspects in information exchange are the

organizational implications as described above, which

can not be overlooked in efforts to improve informa-

tion management. "

(4) Up-todate information on community water supply is

lacking in most developing countries, at both the

national and local levels. Few countries have

programmes for the systematic collection, analysis

and reporting of such data. Thus the construction

and evaluation of projects depends on data that are

assembled on an ad hoc basis. The Network for

Community Water Supply as discussed in the previous
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sections, should assist countries in improving their

water supply programmes through the use of more . i

effective techniques in this field. The IRC uses ,

its • transferring capacity " to take from the report

of a WHJ Expert Committee(») five points for

consideration i

1. The Group endorsed the recommendation of an earlier

Expert Committee, urging governments to start recording

community water supply information, not only for their

own use but also for that of other countries and of

international agencies concerned with the development

of community water supply programmes.

2. Since it is useless to collect data unless they are

made available to those who need them, governments

should encourage the prompt publication of information

compil by specialised departments or other agencies,

and desi, ite a national centre where both the data and

their sources would be recorded for the information of

potential users.

3. Where different agencies are responsible for different

aspects of a national water supply programme, they

should be required to co-ordin-a.be their activities in

order to avoid duplication of the data collected.

Agencies that are not directly concerned with water

* World Health Organization Technical Report Series,1972,No.490,p.16,
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supply but possess data on th i s subject should make

them available to the agencies responsible for water

supplies. Furthermore, adjacent Countries with common

water systems should co-ordinate the gathering of data

of common good e .g. , in warning of r iver pollution.

1. Data are needed at the local , regional, national and

international levels and should be readily available

from one level to another .

5, The collection and recording of data are essential

aids t o , and responsibi l i t ies of, management. Data

arising out of the management of the water supply

system at the local level should be condensed,

presented in the form of an annual report, and

promptly published and distributed. Such reports

show the efficiency and effectiveness of the system,

help to sustain public in te res t , and stimulate the

improvement of existing systems as well as the

creation of new f a c i l i t i e s .

Through active cooperation the above described network will be

able to give follow up to these recommendations and the conclu-

. jhich are hoped to emanate from the present Workshop.
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COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION

R.K.Saraf and G.K.Seth

National Environmental .Engineering Research Institute,Nagpur

1. Introduction

Community water supply and waste disposal is a major

activity in the field of environmental engineering, a discipline

oriented towards providing a healthy environment to live in. Pollu-

tion which is an inherent twin of human efforts for prosperity mani-

festing into industrialisation and urbanisation, touches every fringe

of human activities. Hence, adequate information on environmental

pollution and control is necessary.

Adequacy, however* can differ from one entity to another.

For those who are to organise and execute projects to ensure adequ-

ate treatment and disposal to water and wastes, detailed information

on mechanism(s) of treatment is necessary to develop well-f'Ulted

know-how. For those charged with the responsibility of construction

of installations for the purpose, knowledge of the design criteria,

specifications, availability of resources, cost economics will be

essential. For those, who matter in making these facilities available

to communities, awareness of the possible i l l s of pollution and info-

rmation on the types of remedies available is desirable for motiva-

tion to go in for the remedies.
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Thus, tasks in the field of community water supply and

waste disposal are a joint venbure of the R&D Institutions, Govern-

ment Departments, Industries, Municipal Corporations and Local

Bodies. Success depends to a large extent on the effectiveness of

permeability of information between these agencies.

2. Information Needs and Availability '

Information Needs in community water supply and waste

disposal can be summarised under the following broad headings ;

Community Water Supply

Water resources, quartT&tive assessment; qualitative

analysis in terms of physico-chemical, biological

and microbiological characteristics; water quality

standards for domestic, industrial and recreational

uses; type and extent of treatment required to update

raw water quality; distribution network, augmentation,

deployment of indigenous resources; & cost economics.

Waste Disposal

Qualitative and quantitative assessment of wastes;

modes of disposal; assimilative or self-purification

capacity of receiving waters; type and extent of treat-

ment to render them innocuous to preserve ecobalance;
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feasibility of recovering by-products; usefulness of

end products; re-use; deployment of indigenous resour-

ces; & cost economics.

Thanks to the vigourous R & D efforts, mainly a post-

independence phenomenon, considerable background information and

competent indigenous know-how exists uow to handle a wajority of

situations in this field. While i t would be inappropriate to say

that the information is lacked up in isolated compartments in the

various agencies, i t is nonetheless true that dissemination and

communication links s t i l l leave much to be desired. For transla-

tion of information into "action1", information management aspect

needs to be fortified, .

S. Milestones in Information Jfemagenent

Information management has three milestones J

transmitter, receiver and channels of transfer. It calls for

efficiency on the part of transmitter to know areas where informa-

tion is completely, partly or not available and efforts to f i l l up

the gaps. On the part of the receiver, an aptitude for change in

view of the forthcoming information i s anticipated. The channels

of transfer are meant to build up and develop confidence and capa-

bili ty of the transmitter and the receiver.
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A salient feature of the process i s that transmitter

and the receiver are interchangeable. In other words, a feedback

i s an important aspect of information management. I t grows infor-

mation generation process and tunes i t s ut i l i ty .

4. Communication and Dissemination Techniques

The techniques commonly adopted are :

4 . 1

4 . 2

4 .3

4 . 4

4 . 5

4 . 5

4 .7

4.8

publications

Symposia and Seminars

Consultancy

Free exchange of information

Publicity

Collaboration

Extension; and

Training and education.

These are briefly highlighted in the paragraphs

to follow.

4.1 Publications

Publications are excellent means of bringing infor-

mation to books so that i t can be read and used. Recorded infor-

mation in the form of publications is by far the best known and

most widely practised medium for dissemination.
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While bringing out publications, it is essential in

order to make them effective, to kaep in view the likely range of

readers and the version as well as distribution should be arranged

accordingly. For example, for education of masses illustrative

folders, leaflets will be more effective rather than Annual Reports,

Brochures, Technical Qigests which will be sought more by those who

are keen to know activities of an institution. For practising engi-

neers, scientists, entreprenuers, however, none of these will serve

an adequate purpose. What they shall be looking for will be publi-

cations like a house journal, a guide and a manual which will provi-

de all scientific and technical details for solving their specific

problems. Author and editor have a big responsibility to tune the

publications to the needs of the anticipated users. -

4.2 Symposia and Seminars

These are known to provide an ideal opportunity for

all concerned to come on a common platform and have an excellent

forum for : (i) exchange of information to pinpoint areas of

thrust; (ii) getting awareness of the latest R&D trends; (iii)bui-

lding up personal/institutional contacts; and (iv) streamlining

both the R & D activities and information transfer. Mobility of

information is enhanced multifold through participation in the

symposia and seminars. Besides organising seminars on subjects

with broad coverage such as community water supply, community

waste disposal or water pollution control, an institute will do
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better also in organising seminars on specific topics e.g. water

supply from tube wells, evaluation of rural latrine designs, trea-

tment of ferti l iser wastes, where those preoccupied with seeking

solutions could be invited to participate. The forum would enable

pin-pointed discussions and help a great deal in increasing acce-

ptability of the new methods by providing every minute details on

the theoretical as well as practical aspects.

4.3 Consultancy

This work is usually organised in a need-oriented

manner and hence chances of acceptability of the new information

for adoption are the highest. It is all the more so because this

involves committ*nent on the part of both the transmitter and the

receiver. .

Wherever the information is disseminated or communi-

cated as a consultancy sercfcathe following code of conduct is esse-

ntial both for the consultant and the roceipient. The consultant

must develope an outlook in catering to the needs of the receipient

right from generating the information upto ensuring that the latter

is able to actually adopt i t independent of the consultant. Mutual

association from start to end alone will develope adequate confide-

nce and enhance acceptability.

It may be quoted here as an instance that in National

Environmental Engineering Research Institute, (NEtfRl), Nagpur, this
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practice has revealed growing confidence, motivation and entrepre-

nuel capability of beneficiaries in participation in the F-i D

programmes of the Inst i tute and exploitation of the indigenous

know-how.

4.4 • ITree Exchange of Information

The most prevalent practice to-day part icularly in

respect of unpublished inf omation i s to provide i t only upon

request. Hence, information i s put to a restr icted use to that

extant. Quite often, an enti ty needing information i s not able

to tap a l l the sources for want of information on the possible

sources.

There i s a need to develop a culture that every

source generating new information should freely pass i t on to

a l l the ent i t ies to whom usefulness can be anticipated. In case

of priced publications, the contents or subject index can be

thought of for suchafree exchange.

4.5 Publicity /•'. : • ' .

After developing capability, adequate publicity

i s essential for proper "image building". I t helps masses to

know the ac t iv i t i e s , standing in terms of capabil i t ies and thus

ensures awareness which i s a pre-requisite for efficient commu-

nication and dissemination of the information. Audio-visual aids
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have a good place in this ende.i\rcur. Publicity brings recogni-

tion as long as it does not outwit the actual accomplishments.

NEJSRI has harnessed this facet in right proportion and,

as a result, it occupies a prominent place, as a resource for

solving environmental engineering problams, both at the national

and international levels. ,

4.6 Collaboration

Collaborative effort, a joint venta~a as i t might be

termed synonymously, i s recognised as a mode for effectiveness

in R & D tasks. Besides R & D tasks, i t might as well be extended

to nomination of personnel on various committees, inter-agency

effort for information management, organisation of training or

refresher courses, extension lectures, exchange of personnel etc.

Each of these will enhance permeability of information from one

agency to another,

4.7 Extension

This activity implies that the transmitters or genera-

tors of information actually move to the area of the field

personnel or users and demonstrate ut i l i ty , viability and advan-

tages of the new information. In NEERI, for example, extension

centres in the form of 2onal Laboratories serve as a catalytic
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agents for information transfer. On-the-spot investigations and

resulting information i s offered almost like "home-delivery" of

the know-how. Even temporary extension centres are operated to

tackle particular problems and these are wound up after fulfilling

the task requirements.

4.8 Training and Education

It matters very l i t t l e , howsoever excellent R & D

work an organisation might b© doing to generate new information,

unless i t helps to infuse enlightenment and adequate skills in

the personnel directly involved in implementation. Cases are not

rare where the sanitary installations reveal poor performance and

the reason can be attributed to lack of the trained personnel.

Training courses are a rich resource for motivation

and for imparting necessary skills for efficient performance.

Training progranmes need to be dynamic in the

sense that earlier programmes should yield place to new ones

depending upon .•:•.- the needs of the profession.

5. Summary

Commonly adopted communication and dissemination

techniques are highlighted to bring out their saliant features.

These modes have a great role in successful transformation of

information for benefit to communities at large in the form of

satisfactory provision of water supply and waste disposal systems.
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COMMUNICATION GAPS - FIELD BNGINSER'S POINT OF Vlflf

Paritosh C. Tyagi

local Self Government Engineering Department,

Lucknow (U.P.)

1.1 An item of news regarding American Water Works Associa-

t ion published in the October-December, 1974 issUe of tha

journal of Indian Water Works Association reads as under :

11 After 93 years of i t s existence, 20 years of t a lk ,

3 years of intensive study, 2 years of fund raising

campaign and one year of design and construction,

the American Water Works Association has at las t

achieved i t s long cherished cjflaam - a home of i t s

own..."

1.2 The above description i s typical of a l l projects which

are born out of the wil l of a society and implemented

through collect ive effort . I t i s interest ing to note that

the various phases of the project are such that progressi-

vely more ac t iv i ty i s done in shorter time. I t i s not a

matter of chance. How the wi l l of a society ultimately takes

-, shape in a completed project, depends in a large measure on

effective communication between various persons/authorit ies/

agencies at work.
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1.5 There are four major aspects of every project which relate

to the subjects of sociology, law, finance and engineering. In

the instance regarding AWWA, these are represented respectively

by such commonplace words as talk, study, fund-raising and con-

struction. The relative number of years for each of these aspe-

cts or phases show clearly how the progress on the project i s

accelerated from generating public will, to working out necessary

procedure, to making arrangements for money, and to designing and

constructing. One can perceive the strengthening of communica-

tion among the workers through these activities.

2.1 A field engineer in water supply and waste managenent

sector receives communications from :

(a) higher authorities,

(b) subordinates,

(c) implementation agencies like contractors,
(d) public,

(e) related organisations in such fields as -

" •"'•:• (i) administration, :
(ii) legislation,

( i i i ) implementation including operation,

(iv) surveillance, and

(f) research

The ccranuni cation gaps between the field engineer and

the above mentioned parties i s depicted in a tabular form

on Annexure-I and discussed in the succeeding paragraphs.
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2.2 The basic unit operating in the field i s taken in

this discussion to be the divisicnal engineer. The higher

authorities for the basic unit are the direction officers

and the Government. The subordinates for the divisional

engineer are his assistants and juniors. These have

matters going back and forth. Public and their representa-

tive interject matters at various levels when they are agi-

tated over an issue. The activities of the related organi-

sations and research are concurrent with the activities of

the field engineer in water supply and waste water disposal

sector. . . . . . . . .

2.3 It is a common experience that a paper is passed on

at several levels before i t reaches the person who i s to

verify or present factual information. By then, the time

remaining to be allowed for collection of data and submi-

ssion of report is often insufficient to do justice in the

matter. Basically, a good deal of relevant information

remains lying at peripheral level and i t escapes oeing sent

upwards for desired action.

2.4 In a large number of casesi collection of information

i s made through prescribed periodic returns. The proformae

for such returns are quite elaborate. Over a period of

time, the various items and columns of the proformae are

well understood but the collection of information, i t s
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checking and compilation gets assigned to lower levels in

the hiearchy. This process continues so that more and more

returns are prescribed to collect a l i t t l e additional infor-

mation each time and each return repeats a larga number of

details in an attempt to make i t self-contained. Ihe incre-

ase in the number of returns on the one hand and the lower-

ing of the level at which they are dealt result in a situa-

tion in which the information becomes hopelessly inaccurate

and obsolete. Several columns are left blank and considera-

ble amount of information is repeated without correction

for updating. Once the information furnished in a return

is found to be unreliable, no good use can possibily be made

of such information and the various returns as aforesaid

serve l i t t l e purpose. What is worse, this stream of returns

from lower to higher level makes the travel of any letter

from the higher to lower level really difficult just as i t

i s difficult to swim upstream in a fast flowing river. In

short, the mismanaged communication of periodic returns

obstructs useful communication.

2.5 The communication gap between the subordinates and

the superiors is i*n part explained by the position descri-

bed above. In addition, there is the fear-complex in the

subordinates which inhibits them from stating a fact which

would incriminate themselves, ^ i t e often, the language
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used in the progress reports is deliberately kept vague and

ambiguous. Such information are difficult to analyse and

interprete. Thus, although a communication may exist, it

is as good ( or as bad ) as if it did not exist.

£.6 The communication between the field engineer and

the implementation agencies such as contractors, suppliers

of equipment and machinery and other organisations hired

for the purpose, is within the frame of an agreement.

Essentially both parties attempt to safeguard their posi-

tion in terms of money. Ihis relationship is attended by

the greatest amount of effort and vigilance, because lap-

ses can be measured in terms of money. Timely completion

of works, progress without impediment and successful pro-

fomance of completed works are in the interest of both

the parties, rherefore, there is very little communica-

tion gap between them.

2.7 The communication between public and the fieM

engineer of water supply and waste management sector is

similar to that between public and field officer of any

development agency. This relationship is primarily

influenced by the extent and effectiveness of benefit that

the development activities give to public. Such benefits

may accrue to a person as an individual or as a member of

community. The responsiveness is greater if the benefit
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i s more to the individual than to the community. The

communication between the public and the field engineer

can take a number of forms, both direct and indirect, and

may be presented by an individual or a group or an organi-

sation such as a newspaper. The gap in such communications

i s mainly caused by a prevailing suspicion in public about

the intent and purpose of development activities. Such

suspicion is aggravated by unexplained delays in execution

and by the inaccessability of the field engineer to the

public. •

2.8 Commonly, a satisfactory grievance procedure is

missing and the field engineer follows ad_hoc procedures.

He gets l i t t l e professional assistance from any one al3e

on the subject of public relations. The field engineer

has inherent handicaps in working as his own public rela-

tions officer except that ha is fairly well-informed. Xs

a result, the communication between him and the public is

intermittent,uncertain and i t s quality and nature depends

very much on his personal nature.

2.9 The field engineer in water supply and waste manage-

ment sector is one of the partners in health, although few

among the health workers would recall him. He i s , as if,

disowned by public health and unclaimed by engineering.
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There are several organisations related intimately to the

objective of his work. Such organisations relate to public

health, occupational health, town and country planning,

industrial development, municipal administration ate. The

communication linkages are mainly of administrative nature

and gaps exist on account of ineffective coordination and

half-hearted partnership.

3.1 One method for bridging the communication gap bet-

ween the related organisations and the field engineer i s

to secure a specialist from the related organisation whereby

a mix of professional ski l ls suitable for proper development

in water supply and waste management sector i s obtained.

Yet another method for covering coTnmunieatian. gap i s

the use of training. Training in i t s wide form will include

seminar, symposium, workshop, and orientation courses,

besides the courses of formal instruction.

3.2 An Important related organisation which i s worthy of

separate mention i s that of research. The travel of know-

ledge from laboratory to field has been found to take longer

than from the class room to the f ield. As a result technical

application in the field are partly absolete. A good deal

of effort i s necessary to remove the communication gap between
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the research worker and the field engineer. The

National Environmental Engineering Research Institute

has done commendable work in this direction. Their

Technical Digests brought information In a form and

extent which could be utilised by the field engineer.

However, this has largely remained a one-way t ra f f ic

This activity would be of greater benefit if the

technical digest is distributed to a larger number of

field engineers and a system is developed to invite

and process the views expressed by field engineers.

3.3 Another organisation working in this field, alth-

ough in the same campus, i s the Indian Association for

Water fbllution Control who have been publishing a

monthly news-lsttar. This news let ter is in itself a

very useful publication but has two limitations i

i t does not adequately cover the field
of community water supply, and

(b) i t s abstract service i s in a large measure
' abstract ' for the field angineer.

3*4 The field engineer i s already burdened with routine,

His attention i s difficult to be arrested by fresh looking

items outside the fold of routine. His performance i s jud-

ged by yardsticks which do not evaluate his attention on

technological improvements and economy. He appears to be

bothered by his superior overlooked by his subordinates,

pestered by his agents, harassed by public and neglected
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by other workers in the field of environmental health.

Where does the solution l i e ? In better understanding,

which i s the result of better communications.
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Annexure-I

Communication levels in various subjects required

and obtained between Field Engineer and others

The party commu-
nicating with the
Field Engineer

1.

1. Higher

2. Subordinate

3. Agency

4. Public

. 5 . Related, organi-
sations

• ' 6. Hesearch

Sociology

2.

4c

Ac

Be

Ac

Be

Be

Law

3.

Be

3c

Bb

Ac

Ac

Nn

Finance

4 .

Ab

Ab

Bb

Be

Ac

Nn

Engin-
eering

5.

Ab

Ab

Ab

Be

Ac

NOT ATI CN & NOTES

1- A, a s tand f o r Good

2. B,b stand for Fair

3. C,c stand for I'aak '

4. N,n stand for Non-existent

5. Capital letters denote communication
level required

6. Small le t ters denote communication
level obtained
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IMPOSSIBLE RE^UIRfiMtSNTS FOR A PROFESSIONAL

PERIODICAL TO MM?

J.Lieffering

Keuringsinstituut voor Waterleidingartikelen,Kiwa N.V,

If a professional periodical must be on a high scientific

level, but also wants to be 3f topical interest and, besides,

pleasantly readable, i t has to meet almost impossible requirements.

In fact, scientific articles frequently do not stand out by

their topicality or readability and topical news from the speciali-

zed field mostly does not draw the attention of scientists, who are,

moreover, of opinion that everyone will anyhow read that in which

they are interested.

When the integration of these wishes turns out to be impra-

cticable, a well-considered division will have to be made. For the

biweekly journal for water supply and discharge water treatment,

published under the name of ĤO by the Dutch associations and inst i -

tutions in the sector of water works and discharge water purifica-

tion, this means the following s • • • • • , •

The associations, organizations and institutions institute

together an advisory board ?for the editors, with whom this board

has a meeting two or three times a year to advise and stimulate the
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two editors, both working part-time. In addition, the editors

can appeal to the expert knowledge of these members of the

advisory board (and the people with whom they co-operate) by

consulting them between whiles on articles offered for publication.

Every issue contains at least two or three long scientific

articles, followed by a number of items of less scientific impor-

tance, such as notices of institutions and associations that use

the periodical as their official organ. In the middle of the

paper there are four blue pages containing "news". Before and

after all this there are just as many advertising pages - which

must cover the cost of the periodical - as there are editorial

pages.

Besides, one of the organizations adds a press cutting

paper containing news from the daily press, so that the readers

know what is written in the press about this branch of industry.

The editors are not short of copy matter, which may among

other things be due to the fact that the journal also publishes

lectures which were held at the meetings of the organizations.

The fee - 50 guilders per page of 1000 words - has obviously no

restraining influence.
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It is only the scientific articles that are a source of

anxiety to the editor deciding upon the ultimate contents of the

periodical. Not because their scientific level is insufficient.

On the contrary, they are in general quite up to standard, but

the style and the form in which they are written often leave

much to be desired.

At first the editor tried to re-write the text, sometimes

in consultation with the author. These efforts, however, proved

to yield rather poor results: the readers did not notice the

improvement and the authors were, in spite of all* not pleased

with the re-written text of their articles.

That's why this method was dropped. Nobody was grateful

to the editor for his work. On the contrary, i t only resulted

in frustrated authors.

The editorial staff is therefore much pleased with the

possibility that the University of Technology of Delft offers

by allowing future engineers of health technique every year to

deliver a lecture on the standard which scientific articles

should satisfy.

ReadiMlity is the prime requisite. It i s impressed upon

students that they should always realize that they only write to

be read. It is exclusively for this purpose th i, they must *

set pen to paper.
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This makes it necessary to try and draw the reader's

attention by telling immediately, in the beginning of the

article, what he has found, discovered, done o¥ achieved that

is worth printing, so that the reader shares in this new

development. Without this starting point the author will

seldom succeed in writing an absorbing scientific article.

The same applies to summaries, which mostly indicate

what the author is writing about, but often fails to tell

at what result he has arrived, although this is exactly the

justification of his inviting the reader's attention.

By brining this home to the younger generation of

engineers, the editors hope to make the scientific part of the

journal more readable. .

In contrast with many other technical journals, all

figures and illustrations belonging to the articles are not

redrawn to get unity in the style o& drawing. It is thought

that the cost of this procedure and the delay it causes do

not offset the optical effect.

. The summaries, which are classified according to the

UDC system, will later form part of a monthly survey of

literature, in which those 10 water companies participate
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that are sufficiently equipped for it, so that they can

together cover the entire specialized field in the best

possible way. Last year the issues of over 100 periodicals

were regularly read, 1330 issues and 335 books being

extracted as far as necessary, which resulted in 2215

summaries of 100 words on an average. Twelve water

companies and two other (industrial) undertakings availed

themselves of the opportunity to take out an annual

subscription to the summaries of the pool against payment

of 100 and 200 guilders respectively.
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CONSUMER CONTACTS AND PUBLIC MUTTONS

S.V. Patwardhan

Universi ty of Roorkee,
Roorkee (Ufj

India i s wedded t o democratic socialism. She has t o ca t e r

fo r 600 mil l ion people, seventy percent of whom are s t i l l i l l i t e r a t e .

Most of the public u t i l i t i e s such as water supply, sanitation,electri-

ci ty supply, transportation, communication etc. are owned and managed

by local bodies or respective governments. The paying capacity of the

consumer and the resources of the local bodies are far from adequate

and as such the u t i l i t i e s have to be run on most economical and effi-

cient basis. In a democratic set-up, consumer i s indirectly the

policy maker. There can not be two opinions that well informed and

satisfied consumer will be a great asset to the u t i l i t y . His active

co-operation can then be easily sought. This has to be one of the

important targets of the u t i l i t y .

It will be worthwhile to assess whether the present u t i l i t i e s

have been successful in achieving this target. If so, how far and if

not, why not ? The author had an opportunity to study the working of

some public u t i l i t i e s dealing with water supply. The study revealed

that the consumer as a class was not happy with the working of the

u t i l i t y . Many of the consumers were ignorant about i t s working.
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Active participation of the consumer was not even aimed at. In

certain cases the consumers showed a hostile attitude. In one of

the symposia arranged to discuss the rate structure of the ut i l i ty

one of the speakers objected to the word "Public Utility" and

said they are public harassment institutions.

The reasons for failure in building good public relations

may be numerous but the most common one i s an unhealthy approach

of the ut i l i ty towards the consumer. Most of our u t i l i t ies are not

constmer oriented. The importance of developing good public rela-

tions is under estimated. Practically no efforts are made for

achieving this and as such well planned inforaiation transmission

service is non-existing and consumer contacts go uncared.

The relationship between the consumer and the ut i l i ty

results from the contacts between the two. Well planned and care-

fully executed contacts play an important role in building good

consumer relations. The objective of these contacts should be to

keep the consumer well informed and satisfied. It should also give

an opportunity to the consumer for self education about the working

of the ut i l i ty. The closeness created by such contacts can then

result in the active Participation and co-operation from the consumer.

The consumer contacts could be grouped as routine ones and

occasional ones. Routine contacts include new connection, meter
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reading, bi l l despatch and bil l payment. In the occasional

contacts stoppage of service for emergencies or major repairs,

complaints and i t s attendance, action on defaulters, control

of supply, construction of major work, contacts with the u t i l i ty

employees, are of significance. To obtain the desired results

a contact should be properly analysed, well planned and carefully

executed. The approach that may be helpful is illustrated here.

The contact of the consumer while asking for a new conne-

ction is usually the first formal contact. Its analysis will

show that : ' . ~ .

1. The consumer is in need

2. Usually due to inadequate information he •
does not apply in time

3. Due to red tape in the procedures he
becomes impatient, and tries short cuts

4. The opportunist exploit the situation. They exa-
ggerate the difficult ties for their own benefits

of
5. A class/agents who act between the

consumer and ut i l i ty gets established and

keeps the consumer ill-informed and away

from the ut i l i ty

6. These agents corrupt the employees and the reputa-
tion of the u t i l i ty gets adversely affected

Once the analysis is done the process of planning can take

shape. The prospective consumer needs correct information about the

procedure, time involved and persons to be contacted. He will

normally contact his neighbour who has a connection. His consumer
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card can serve the purpose of trans-nit ting correct and needed

information. On the back of this card this information could

be given so that the new consumer is well informed.

The time required could be optimised by applying opti-

mising techniques. Ttoa consumer is in need and some advantage

of this situation could be taken. He is usually asked to come

to the ut i l i ty office personally to sign an agreement or bond.

This brings him in direct contact with the uti l i ty and i t s autho-

r i t i es . To save his time and to utilizs i t fully, as soon as he

enters the office door, the sign boards should lead him to a

specially designed waiting hall. In this hall on a table, blank

forms of the bond are kept and a fully filled illustrative bond

is also kept. This helps him to f i l l the blank form himself.

The hall contains charts, certain models etc. so that he feels

interested and the process of self education is initiated. The

authority dealing with his application calls him and discusses

with him his requirements and problems, indicating him in the

process the expectation of the util i ty from the consumer. The

authority also makes i t sure that he has read the important matter

from the bond. Depending upon his interest and the interest of

the ut i l i ty he is introduced to the different personnel who are

likely to come in contact with him for future contacts. Sometimes

he is taken round the works. He gets an assurance that he will

get the connection by a particular date. The visit ends by handing
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over to him a token gift to commomerate his joining the ut i l i ty

as i t s member. But the contact does not end. The authority

incharge should be a well trained one which can get back the

information that the connection has been made before the target

date and contacts the consumer to know the short comings. It i s

important to see that the cycle is complete and the contact is

well established. Thus the process of planning and careful execu-

tion i s complete. Inadequate planning, careless handling and

uncontrolled exploitation by the middle agents is usually responsi-

ble for creating a wall between the consumer and the u t i l i ty which

is difficult to penetrate. The importance and significance of

such a contact can not be over emphasized.

This process of analysis, planning and careful execution

could be applied to every contact. The contact of meter reading

is a different type of contact. Here the employee of the ut i l i ty

is given an opportunity to meet the consumer or his representative.

The meter reader has to be trained for his job to make best use of

this contact. It has four aspects; (l) Consumer relations (2) Infor-

mation transmission (3) Feed back (4) Check and control.

To achieve good relations he has to care for smallest

things like closing the gate while coming out, or hanging the consumer

card back properly etc. If reading is on higher side he should

enquire about reasons for excess consumption and should offer for

testing of meter. Such an enquiry reveals much more in case of a
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defaulter. In case of a usual customer I t gives him a hint that

next bil l will be higher thus removing in the bud the Cause of

complaint for higher bi l l . If there is any complaint meter reader

can transfer i t through the meter book back to the office promptly.

Meter reader can satisfy any queiryof the consumer if he i s versa-

t i l e . Thus i t could be seen that taking a reading i s only an occa-

sion for contact but i t s proper planning and execution could

achieve much more.

Receiving the bi l l is not a happy contact. If i t reaches

in the end of a month i t upsets the consumer. The language of the

notice and penalty for not paying in time, hurts him. This unhappy

contact if properly planned could be made more tolerable. The back

of the bi l l is a useful space. It could be used with three

objectives :

: 1. To amuse the consumer

2. To keep him informed

3. To promotPto do his duty

A joke, a humerous slogan, an illustrative carton will

create interest and the bill will be well received. Properly

worded notice will tempt him to pay his bi l l in time.

The three illustrations indicate that a l i t t l e care

taken in analysis, planning and executing the contact i s of great

help in establishing healthy public relations.
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In case of cer ta in contacts general care i s of a great

advantage. The contact between, the consumer and the employee of

the u t i l i t y takes place qui te often. A proud, well informed and

sa t i s f ied employee I s an asse t . His cooperation in t h i s regard

i s most valuable. Every contact needs proper analys is , design

and careful execution. If t h i s i s done, i t should be possible to

build up good public re la t ions - a ta rget that every u t i l i t y has

t o aim at for economical and eff ic ient functioning.
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DISSEMINATION OF RECORDED INFORMATION IN COMMUNITY.

WATKR SUPPLY & WASTfi DISPOSAL : NffiSRI'S CQNTRI3UriQN

S-G.Bhat and S.K.Kasarwani,

Na t iona l Environmental Engineer ing Research I n s t i t u t e , N a g p u r

INTRODUCTION

Information is the essential ingradient of decision

making. Modern society continuously generates information and

absorbs i t for betterment In every walk of l ife. Scientific

and technical activities take place in a complex environment

and need specific information to give rise to further infor-

mation. .

As a result of observation and experience, a spark of

idea is generated in the human mind. When i t i s supported by

the experimental t r ia ls , the idea takes the form of a raw data.

The data are recorded, analysed and sorted, correlated and

worked into the body of scientific knowledge or information.

Scientific information is suggestive of new observations and

experiences whereby knowledge grows s t i l l further. This know-

ledge returns to the communication system as new 'information',

Thus i t serves as a nutrient for any scientific and technical

activity. The information flows through various channels such

as : (i) oral communication, (ii) discussions at conferences and

seminars, (ill) exchange of personal correspondence, (iv) through

Institutionally organised communication system like publications
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viz* journals , repor ts , standards, patents , proceedings of the

conferences which, in turr\> axe disseminated through various

too ls such as abs t rac t s , indexes and current awareness services

e tc .

Thus, knowledge bank in any field i s i t s published

l i t e r a t u r e . There i s an enormous growth of published l i t e r a -
il

ture tha t the phenomena has been described as Information
n

Explosion. This i s as we. 1 t rue in the f ield of environmental

science and technology of which Community Water Supply and

Waste Disposal i s an important aspect. According to Mr.D.B.3aker,

Editor, Chemical Abstracts, there has been 74% growth in the

number of papers abstracted under 'Sewage & Waste Section' of

the Chemical Abstract during 1963-71.

USERS & TYPE GP INFORMATION

All personnel, may be a technician, an engineer, a

s c i e n t i s t , a planner, an administrator in the field of Community

Water Supply and Waste Disposal, need information in t h i s f i e l d .

The information needs vary from person to person and from situa-

t ion to s i tuat ion depending upon the problem faced. Various

types of information requirements have been enumerated in

annexure-I & I I . The examples given are not exhaustive and

are only indica t ive . :
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APPROACHES TO INFORMATION

No matter how well-versed a person i s i n t h i s f i e l d ,

t he information new to him i s continuously required. More-

over, t o keep him_self aware of the current developments he

needs a se l ec t ive se rv ice . In h i s day-to-day work he i s

faced with a speci f ic problem. He has t o find da t a j t e chn i -

quej process or theory t o aid h i s so lu t ion for which many a

times he f inds tha t h is fund of knowledge i s not adequate.

On c e r t a i n occasions he has t o make a thorough survey of a

subject Wr t ha t i s new t o him and need t o ext rac t from

documentary mass of information on a high proport ion of

ava i lab le information.

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE

NEiiRI i s one of the na t iona l l abora to r i e s functioning

under the C.S . I .R . , Minis t ry of Science & Technology, Govern-

ment of I n d i a . I t i s engaged on a wide v a r i e t y of research

problems and i n v e s t i g a t i o n s connected with :

- water treatment and distribution

-•« sewage treatment and disposal

ss industrial waste treatment

= water pollution control

= rural sanitation

s solid wastes disposal
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To act as a clearing house for the latest available

knowledge and know-how in the field, to disseminate results

of research and experiments and to maintain liaison with

local, national and international agencies are some of the

important objectives of the Institute. Thus, in addition to

i t being a research centre the Institute i s also an informa-

tion centre disseminating information in i t s widest sense.

The information service of the Institute not only ,

caters to the internal needs of NiNSRI •'s scientists but also

to other R & D groups, industries, municipal corporations

and local bodies at village level and also the research centres

at I-I.T. 's and Universities.

Various research bodies, Government and Semi-Government

Organisations,- local and State Engineering Departments require

information for their day to day work. In addition to the mate-

r ia l is t ic users who want to implement the recent advances and

products of research in their day-to-day jobs the academic and

research staff of the Universities and research organisations

who are carrying out fundamental as well as applied research

also need information for their work. The users can broadly be

classified under three categories t

1. Those who are carrying out research in the field

2, Those who are carrying out research in the disci-
plines which have got an indirect bearing to the
problems connected with water supply and wastes

disposal
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Post-graduate students and teachers from engineering,
medical and technological i n s t i t u t e s , department of
chemistry, biochemistry, pharmacy, botany, zoology,
geology, come under t h i s category.

3 . Those who are u t i l i z i n g r e s u l t s of research in the i r
day-to-day work. This category comprises of various
in^is tr ia l organisat ions, f i e ld engineers, technic ians ,
corporations, and other municipal bodies.

INFORMATION SERVICES CF NEERI

Pre-requis i tes of Informa-
t ion Services

For a research organisation l ike NEERI with so heavy a

mandate i t i s but natural that i t should have a we11-equipped

and we11-organized l i b r a r y poised t o serve the information

needs towards fulfilment of i t s object ives. To ca te r t o the

needs of various types of users , information has t o be culled

and gleaned from different sources of recorded knowledge which

I s available in a bewieldering var ie ty of documents, Conven-

t i ona l and non-conventional e . g . , books, per iodica ls , repor ts

t rade l i t e r a t u r e , standards, patents e t c . Aware of the above

mentioned f a c t s , i t has been the endeavour of the I n s t i t u t e to

plan i t s l i b r a r y a c t i v i t i e s so as t o build up an exhaustive

col lec t ion of various types of documents not only to meet the
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demands made on i t by i t s own c l i e n t e l e } but also t o project

i t s e l f in the future as a nat ional depository and c lear ing

house for dorjments and information covering the wide compass

of environmental engineering and a l l ied d i s c ip l i ne s .

The programme concerning acquisi t ion and organisa-

t ion are geared in such a way as to ensure continuous inflow

of relevant documents and t h e i r effective organ!sation*

These operations have got a close in te rac t ion with Library

& Information services and they form the very foundation of

these services. .

READY REFtfRfiNCE SERVICE •

This i s a personal service to readers in helping them

t o find the documents containing the information of t h e i r

i n t e r e s t or to find out the required information i t sell" from

the documents at the shortest t ime. The request may range

from the simple facts or f igures , background mater ia l , descr i -

ption of an object, process, method, formula or a concept t o

extensive l i t e r a t u r e search. These enquiries are recorded in

a separate sheet - known as information work sheet, wherein

the d e t a i l s of the nature of querry, sources consulted and

source/sources wherein the info r a t i o n was located are recorded.

These sheets enable us to analyse the types of quer r ies , requi-

rements of users and thereby helps t o build up a good co l lec t ion

besides serving as a guide for r epe t i t ive types of enquiry.
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CUHRENr AWARENESS SERVICE

An important component in any system of documentation

i s the mechanism of continuous analys is and prompt announce-

ment of current l i t e r a t u r e . To meet t h i s end the I n s t i t u t e

brings out a fortnightly publication entitled " Guide to

Current Literature in aivironraental Engineering and Science *

wherein a major portion is devoted to community water supply

and wastes disposal- Thi.i publication contains a l i s t of refe-
of

rences selected after careful scannings/more than 250 journals

from all over the world for the purpose regularly. The entries

are arranged according to the conveniently chosen subject

headings, supplemented by subject index and a l i s t of journals

scanned. This service caters to the researchers, field engi-

neers, university professors, industrialists from India to keep

themselves abreast of what is 'New' in the field. In order that

this service should be accessible to all those who are intere-

sted in the field the subscription has been kept within an easy

reach.

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING-NEtfS INDEX

The d a i l y news papers are considered t o be the most

current amongst any published source of information. News

Papers as well as news items from other sources are systema-

t i c a l l y scanned and those re la ted to environmental engineering

are provided t o concerned people.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL CONTROL OF INDIAN

LITERATURE IN THE FIELD

During the past few years there has been a growing

awareness of the importance of Community Water Supply and

Waste Disposal in the country as a r e su l t of which the re

has been an ever increasing flow of published information

on t h i s v i t a l subject . Hence a need was f e l t for a sys te -

mat ica l ly planned bibl iographical cont ro l of the emanating

literature. To fulfil this need the Institute has started

bringing out comprehensive " Annual Bibliography of Indian

Literature in Environmental Engineering and Science % where-

in papers published in Indian & foreign journals as well as

papers presented at various conferences, seminars etc. are

included. It may be mentioned here that the proceedings of

itta&y conferences are never published and information about

papers presented may not reach the users at al l . Through this

bibliography readers can come across such literature which

otherwise might not come to their notice. :

NEERI being a regional reference centre for : Community

Water Supply and Waste Disposal i t i s i t s responsibility to

communicate information about the work carried out in India-

The appearance of this comprehensive bibliography afford) a

unique opportunity to take a bill's eye view of the contribution

which India has made in the field. Bibliography covering the

year 1971 i s already published and that for the subsequent year

will be out shortly.
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SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION

This i s a personalised service, in which s c i e n t i s t s

of the I n s t i t u t e are informed about the existence of most

nascent l i t e r a t u r e which may be relevant to the i r needs. At

present a manual SDI Service i s being operated. A u s e r ' s

p rof i l e giving d e t a i l s such as name of the research worker

and h i s associates and the f ie ld of h i s i n t e r e s t with appro-

p r i a t e key words i s maintained. Immediately on receipt of a

document they are scanned for t he i r contents and matched with

the subject i n t e r e s t defined in the users prof i les and no t i -

fication, of relevant references are sent t o bhe users through

" Library Flash «. At present t h i s service i s r e s t r i c t e d t o

the research workers of t h i s I n s t i t u t e only.

LITERATURE SEARCH & COMPILATION

OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Information about t h e work done in a pa r t i cu la r f ie ld

i s provided by carrying out l i t e r a t u r e search and compilation

of ad-hoc bibl iographies on specific t o p i c s . This service i s

extended to research workers from outside organisat ions both

from India and abroad. •
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RES3ARCH IN RETROSPECT

Environmental Engineering being a comparatively new

science the research work i n the f i e l d i n India got impetus

a f t e r the establishment of NEtfRI (Formerly, GPHERI) in the

year 1959. Since then the r e s u l t s of S & D ef for t s carr ied

out by the I n s t i t u t e were communicated to various pe r iod ica l s ,

symposia proceedings, technica l r epo r t s , t echnica l d iges t s e tc ,

I t was, therefore , thought necessary to bring at one place

information about a l l such l i t e r a t u r e which emanated from the

I n s t i t u t e , The I n s t i t u t e has recent ly compiled a publicat ion

e n t i t l e d n
 CJPHERI Research in re t rospect 1953-1973 " - A Bibli-

ographical Review which presents a b ibl iographical p ic ture of

700 publ icat ions in diverse subjects including Community Water

Supply and Waste Disposal .

'BUYERS GUIDE TO WATER SUPPLY & WASTE

WATER DISPOSAL:EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES '

Prac t i s ing engineers, corporat ions , munic ipa l i t i e s ,

adminis t ra tors and a l l other concerned with the purchase of

equipment and supplies in t h i s f i e l d are always in need of

information about " where t o buy ». This guide serves the

purpose. The guide i s being up-dated and a revised edi t ion

w i l l be published shor t ly .
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REFERRAL SERVICE

When a par t icu la r information i s not readi ly avai la-

ble the enquirer i s directed to the outside source whereform

he can get the required information. This service i s rende-

red by consulting reference sources auch as Directory of

Scient i f ic Research I n s t i t u t i o n s , Directory of Scient i f ic

Research In Indian Universi t ies and Annual Reports of the
for

Organisations. To cite one example,/detailed information

about ceramic candle filters for water treatment, i t is

advantageous to the enquirer if he is directed to the

Central Glass & Ceramic Research Institute, Calcutta who

had developed this process.

PROPOSED SERVICES

I t i s intended to extend the present a c t i v i t i e s in

the f ie ld of information dissemination t o make i t more fruit-

-sful and effec t ive . A few such services are highlijjhted

below :

Data Bank

The data which i s collected by various agencies i s

usual ly burried in f i l e s and does not have easy access.

However valuable data i s available in scattered form such

as newspapers, Government documents, and in symposium pro-

ceedings. With a view t o systematically co l lec t and re t r ieve
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i t for future use the Institute contemplates to maintain

a'data bank'which can be used to retrieve required data

in future. Preliminary work in this direction has already-

been started.

Retrospective Bibliography-

While the information about the projects completed

as well as research in progress i s of immense use i t i s

many a times imperative for a research worker to ascertain

what work has already been done elsewhere particularly in

his own country. I t i s also necessary to take a bird's eye

view of the work already done. To fulf i l l this need i t i s

proposed to compile a retrospective bibliography of work

done in India for the last 60 years. The work i s in progress.

Reprographic Services

The researchers many a times would like to have a

copy of a certain document for his day to day use. Necessary

fac i l i t ies for providing the ready made copies of required

documents are being extended by procuring a electrostatic

photocopying machine which would instantaneously provide

copî sof the required documenis.
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Breaking the Language Barrier

It i s said that fifty percent of the World's Scientific

literature i s in languages other than English. In order to break

this barrier i t is proposed to establish contacts with various

translation centres so as to procure the translation of a required

document.

Mechanisation

At present the services provided by NMR1 are manually

operated. However mechanization of some of the operations i s cont-

emplated. . • ' . : • •

Compilation of Registry of Research in Progress

It i s a well known saying about the right hand not know-

ing what the left hand does. This i s many a times the case in the

research in Community Water Supply & Waste Disposal in which a large

number of persons are engaged. The research worker is always inte-

reHted to know about what work his counterparts in outside organiza-

tion are carrying out. The compilation of this registry will go a

long way to provide this information. The Institute already started

collecting information about the activities of various organizations

who are engaged in work relating to this field. The information so

collected will enable the Institute to co-ordinate the research work

carried out in the country in this field.

Thus, NS3HI i s seized with the information needs in the

field and striving for catering to i t in every possible manner.
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1Annexture-I'

( Nature of Information Required )

Externally Generated Information

1. Population figures of particular city, village etc.
Rural and Urban Population.

2. Number of towns served with protected water supply.

3. Per capita consumption of water.

4. Per capita income. . •

5. Quantity and type of raw water resources.

6. Water requirements for various purposes such as
recreation, fire fighbing, drinking,industries.

7c Type of treatment.

8. Service reservoirs, type, number, size and location.

9. Types of pipes (mains), joints & fi t t ings.

10. Availability of Chemicals for water treatment, ' ' :

their manufacture, costs etc.

11. Pipe material.

12. Physical, chemical, bacteriological •>,
standards for water quality.

13. Epidemiological data.

14. Reuse of waste water, requirements & potential.

15. Cost of community waste disposal.

16. Disposal and use of treated wastewater and sludge.

17. Production and use of various chemicals which

are possible pollutants.

13. Effluent characteristics of various industrial wastes.

19. Number of sewage treatment plants in the country.

20. Number of towns having sewerage system.

£1. Number of sewage farms in the country.

22. Number of oxidation ponds in the country/state.
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i i

Institutional Information

1. Disinfection techniquesfor small
community water supply.

2. Number of patents obtained by the
organization in the field. , . •••

3 . Names of officials of the Inst i tute who are represented
on various committees of I .S . I , such as water sectional
committees, public health engineering equipment committee.

4. List of projects completed by the Ins t i tu te .

5. l i s t of current projects; of the Ins t i tu te .

6. General information about the ac t iv i t ies
of the Ins t i tu te .

7. Information about In s t i t u t e ' s publications,

the i r price , circulation.

8. Future plans of the Inst i tute

9. Apportionment of funds on various
projects - costing etc .
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'Annexture-II'

( Some typical Information Problems Actually Handled )

Water :

1. Ratio of water available from surface and ground
water resources in India.

2. Any a r t i c l e on Bamboo tube well.

3. Phosphates & Silicates - their significance in water,

4. Water for f i re fighting.

5. Fluoid.de bearing areas of Maharashtra. :

6. Sources of raw water, how much polluted i t i s , and what type
of treatment i s given - Information about a Particular part
of a country.

7. Research needs of the future in the field of water supply.

8. Total number of towns which are having protected water supply.

9. Population covered by piped water supply.

10. Background information about radial flow f i l t e r with desiign.

11. Taste & odour in water supplies.

Waste Water

1* A l i s t of journals wherein ar t ic les of recovery & reuse
of Lignin form pulp mill waste could de found.

2. Ore quality of a steel plant.

3. Util ization of Fly ash.

4. References on reuse of water from tex t i le wastes.

5. References on leachets from refuse dumps.

6. Surface aerators.

7. Chromium waste. . . :

General

1. Names & addresses of the organizations dealing

with rural sanitation in India. .

2. Temperature of Florida State.

3. Chemical formula of 'Chlorinated Lime'.

4. Chemistry of tcTdLc Wastes.
5. Rural industries in Vidarbha.

6. Methods for detection of dieldrin.

7. Regeneration of activated carbon,

8. Total quantity of hides & skins produced in India per year,

9. Number of animals slaughtered in India in a year,
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Area - IV

, TESTING &
EVALUATION OF



GOLLSGTI0NF, ANALYSIS AND STORAGE OF INFORMATICS FOR U
LY MANAGSMdNL1 3ASED ON PRELIMINARY SURVEY IN RAJASTHAN

P.S .Ra jvansh i , R.K.Bhargava
Public Heal th Engineering Department, Raj a s t h a n , J a i p u r

and V.P.Thergaonkar

NEJRI Zonal Laboratory , J a i p u r ,

INTRODUCTION

The a r ea of Rajasthan S ta te i s 3 ,42,214 sq km and i t i s

the second largest s ta te in the country. I t i s sparsely populated.

The densi ty of population var ies from 4/sq fen in Jaiselmer d i s t r i c t

t o 184/sq km in Bharatpur d i s t r i c t . The t o t a l population i s 25,765,

806 out of which 82.37$ reside in rural areas . The t o t a l number of

inhabited vi l lage are 33,305. 2490 v i l l ages are uninhabited. The

population of the v i l l ages var ies from one thousand to f i f teen thou-

sand persons. Most of the v i l l ages have population below 1000.

Following table gives population-wise d i s t r ibu t ion of v i l lages* ' ,

Population No. of v i l l ages Percentage

Less than £00 8,771 I 82.36

200 to 499 11,010 *
500 to 999 7,617 |

1000 to 1999 4,008 \ 17.14

2000 to 4999 1,524 J

5300 t o 9999 165 I

above 10000 10 )
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The Aravali range passes from south-wast t o nor th-eas t .

This devides the s ta te in to two par ts v iz . the north-east which i s

mostly desert and south-east which i s p la in . Vhe s t a t e cons is t s of

,26 d i s t r i c t s out of which 8 are desert and 6 semidesert. The annual

r a i n f a l l var ies from 10 t o 20 cm in the desert d i s t r i c t s and 70 t o

100 cm in south-eastern d i s t r i c t l ike Banswara and Udaipur. The

western and northern distr icts are generally under the grip of drou-

ght due t o low and e r ra t i c r a i n f a l l . Besides, the d i f f i cu l t geo-

graphical condition, sparse population i s also a problem. Water

supplies of such areas shal l be expensive and prohibit ive in cost .

WATSR SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

Most of the r u r a l and urban water supp l i e s a re run d e p a r t -

m e n t a l l y by t h e S t a t e Pub l i c Heal th Engineering Department. Besides ,

the maintenance Divisions the department has Investigation, Drainage

and Planning Divisions. . ,

Department maintains three laboratories stationed at Jaipur,

Kota and Jodhpur. The laboratories assist in investigation and sele-

ction of new sources for water supply and suggest proper treatment for

surface sources. Once the schemes are commissioned, they monitor

water quality by conducting chemical & bacteriological tests. They

have also played an important role during emergencies like epidemics

and maintain water quality when raw water deteriorates due to droughts
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Before independence, piped water supply existed only in

four c i t i e s which were c a p i t a l s of the former pr incely s t a t e s . Now,

by the end of the IV J?lan almost a l l towns have piped water suppl ies .

In ru ra l sector the number of v i l l ages covered are 4233. 3esides,

reorganisat ion of urban schemes, about 6000 v i l l age s sha l l be covered

at the end of the V Plan.

SQUBCS 3F WAPiSH SUPPLY

There are few perennial r i v e r s l i ke Chambal and Banas.

Impounded lakes and ponds also serve as source • •• of water

supply. However, surface sources are l imited and most of the

water supplies are from ground water. Rajasthan i s r ich in mine-

r a l s . Important among them are : lead & zinc in Zawar, gypsum

in Jamsar, soapstone in Jamwa Ratngarh, Calcite in Ja ipur , mica

in Bagor, fe lspar i n Tatarpur, barytes in Jamrol i , copper in

Khet r i , tungstun in Degana, f lourspar in Sanota and rock phosphate

i n Kota e t c . Geological s t r a t a plays a major ro le i n shaping the

ground water q u a l i t y . I t i s , therefore , necessary t o analyse

water of these t r a c t s for the chemical ingradients expected of

these minerals . In a recent survey, for example, large number of

v i l l a g e s have been found to be suffering from endemic f l u r o s i s .
ed

Many v i l l ages report /of guinea-worm in fe s t a t i on . Some places in

Western Rajasthan are known t o have high n i t r a t e concentrat ion.
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glso with increased use of fertilisers increase in nitrates is

expected. Some waters are likely to.contain inorganic nitrates.

There i s , therefore, need for investigation and marking out areas

for fluorides, for nitrates and other parameters so that manage-

ment may effectively deal with the problems.

During rains, sub-soil flow exists in Alluvial valley

f i l l s along the natural drainage lines, wells or infiltration

galleries constructed in such locations, yield sufficient quan-

t i t i e s during rain/ and winter seasons which also prolong in

some cases during summer months, particularly in normal rain-

fall years. During drought years, a problem i s generally faced

in the summer season about the adequate supply of water when the

demand is at i t s peak. It shall be necessary to artificially

recharge these water supply sources so that adequate water is

available during summer. Monthly yield data of these sources

is required to be collected. Siieam gauging should be done to

get a complete data for quantity of water available during the

year. With this data low height anicuts to artificially recharge

the sub-soil flow as well as to provide meatsures to make conju-

ctive use of surface water with i t , may provide a fitting answer

to the problems at low cost.

In eastern Rajasthan there are river like Parbati,

Parwan, Kalisindh, Gambhir, Berach and Banas etc. #hich have not

been adequately tapped so far. These rivers are to be gauged and data
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has to be collected at different points near the supply points

mostly at the townships located along or near the river course.

Based on the data small reservoirs can be designed along the

river basin in which water can be stored partly above the ground

level and partly in the sub-soil. These reservoirs can serve as

water sources for adjoining areas. If this idea is put into

practice i t will save huge expenditure on transporting of water

from large distancesthrough +he pipe lines. The present practice

to construct bigger reservoirs which are seldom filled to the

capacity due to erratic rainfall is not sound and economically

desirable.

COLLECTION OF INFORMATION FOR WATER SUPPLY

I t was thought des i rable that a preliminary survey of

a l l v i l l a g e s for the water ^ l a l i t y may be undertaken, so as t o

get an-faea of water supply problems of Rajasthan. This survey

was conducted in the year 1973-74 t o i d e n t i f y j j

1. Iron affected areas

2. Fluoride affected areas

3 . Brackish & sal ine areas

4. Inadequate & d i f f i c u l t areas

5. Guinea-worn affected areas

Water samples were examined for items 1,2, aid 3 i n

t h r e e l a b o r a t o r i e s . lflater depth data was col lec ted while the

area was surveyed.
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Collection of samples for guinea worm incidence was not

undertaken as the time required for such collection was insufficient.

For th is , oral surveys were conducted and information was collected.

This data alongwith that available Aram Director of Medical &

Health Services were combined to give a picture of guinea worm

infestation.

WAffiR SAMPLING,

OF VILLAGES AND ANALYSIS

T i l l 1373, State fflilD Laboratories had analysed thou-

sands of water samples, but with a' l imited purpose of se lec t ing

or r e j ec t i ng a source, ieyond t h i s the data was not used. The

data was los t due t o two main reasons. F i r s t l y the same v i l l age

was pronounced and spel t d i f ferent ly} and the other was tha t

the re were more than one v i l l age having the same name. There

are eight Hamirpurs in one block of Jhunjhunu. I t was therefore

necessary t o codify the v i l l a g e s in some way so t h a t the r e s u l t s

can be stored properly for any future reference. This was done

by r e l a t i n g the v i l l age names & numbers by census name and code

numbers of 1971. The same of 1961 census were used for the

d i s t r i c t for which census repor t s of 1971 were not ava i l ab l e .

This system of i d e n t i f i c a t i o n has an advantage tha t other r e l e -

vant records l ike population, roads and e l e c t r i c i t y could be

available if desired.
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Samples were col lected block-wise from each v i l l age

of the Sta te . There are 232 blocks. A very large number (about

30,000) of samples were t o be co l lec ted . Due t o d i f f i cu l t t e r r -

ain and for economical reasons, Tiany-a-times samples had t o be

col lected on foot or on b icycles . , Therefore, i t was not possible

t o co l l ec t samples from a l l wells of a v i l l age , The most common

public well was therefore selected for sampling. All the bo t t l e s

were labe l led t o iden t i fy the v i l l a g e , Banchayat, Tehsil and

Dis t r ic t alongwith code numoer. .

Since the purpose of preliminary survey was t o iden t i fy

disease affected and brackish a reas , s t ress was given on estima-

t ion of i ron , f luor ide , chloride and t o t a l dissolved so l ids . When-

ever the time permitted, complete analysis of few samples was a lso

done. The samples were analysed as per Standard Methods ,

CLASSIFICATION OF RESULrs OF :

PRELIMINARY SURV3Y

; Nearly 30,000 v i l l ages have been covered under t h i s survey.

Comprehensive data of water qua l i t y for i ron , f luor ides , chlor ides

and t o t a l dissolved so l ids i s not ava i lab le . Then the problem was

t o c l a s s i fy the water qua l i t y . There are various standards p r e sc r i -

bed by W.HQ. and by Government of India , Ministry of Health. A

quick appraisa l of data showed that both these standards would be

too r ig id for ar id and semiarid d i s t r i c t s of Rajasthan. Therefore,

following standards were used t o group the r e s u l t s .
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Acceptable Medium Excessive

Fluorides
Chlorides
TDS

0 -
0 -
0 -

1.5

250
1000

1.6 -
251 -

1001 -

3,0
1000
2000

, afcova
above
above

3.0

1000
2000

(BBsuits expressed in mg/l)

While there was no intention to change the standards

prescribed by the Government, these standards were adopted for

practicability.

FLUORIDES

The permissible standards prescribed by W-H.CL for

f luor ides i s 1.5 mg/l. The l imi t s as suggested by Ministry of

Health, Government of India, i s 1.0 t o 2.0 mg/l. The standards

prescribed by Government are IV t i e H^era l . I t i s t rue that

when toxic const i tu tuents are considered, the standards ought

t o be s t r i c t and on safer s ide . Moreover, in these standards

the effect of temperature which inducts higher in- take of dr in-

king water and other ions which aggravate or ameliorate f luoro-

(3)

s i s ef fec t , have not been considered. I t has also been reported

tha t association of high carbonates with f luoride aggravates f l u -

oros i s . In Jhunjhunu d i s t r i c t the water i s r ich in bicarbonates

and def ic ient in calcium and f luorosis effect was observed even

at the concentration of Qt i mg/l. Noting the above fac t s a medium

range of 1.6.-3.0 Tig/l may appear excessive. But these should be
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considered keeping in view : (a) the ill-effects of fluoride at

the concentration of 1.6 - 3.0 mg/l, (b) high number of villages

falling in this range.

The toxic effects of fluorides are well known and

at concentration between 1.6 - 3.0 mg/l i t i s mostly expected to

give mottling of teeth. Crippling flurosis at this concentra-

tion has not been reported so far. A large number of villages

were found to have fluorides above 1.5 mg/l. By sorting out the

villages having fluorides between 1.6 - 3.0 ~ng/l and above 3.0

mg/l the problem has been projected in two parts. The priority

for treatment of water should be to those villages which have

fluorides above 3.0 mg/l. At a later stage, treatment for

medium group having fluorides between 1.6 - 3.0 mg/l can be

provided.

Most affected districts were found to be Jhun^jhunu,

Sikar, Nago\fcT , Jalore, Pali, Ajmer and Jaipur. The highest flu-

orides have been reported from Banks Patti in Nagour District.

Highest fluoride recorded i s 20 mg/l in the villages of above

distr ic t .

CHLORIDES :

In some d i s t r i c t s l i k e Banswara i n Rajasthan water

have low c h l o r i d e s . Most of the v i l l a g e s have wa te r s ranging
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between 20 - 150 mg/1. In most of the desert and semidesert

d i s t r i c t s high chlorides are present. In Rajtirh block of

Churu d i s t r i c t samples have chlorides ranging between 1000 -

6000 mg/1. The average dai ly intake of chlorides by man i s

15 gm of sodium chloride. A.s such, the sa l t intake from d r i -

nking water may not be enough and high chloride waters may be

taken without any v i s ib le harm. Primary consideration for

chlorides therefore shal l be for t a s t e . Different people fee l

t a s t e of chlorides at different level and also they get used to

the t a s t e . The water of low level chl'.orides may be preferred

but in case no a l te rna t ive source i s avai lable , the higher

l imi t s have t o be accepted.

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS

While chlorides have been separately determined

other chemical const i tuents could not be analysed. The deter-

mination of t o t a l dissolved solids therefore assumed importance.

The presence of mineral matter was ref lected in TDS,. Many par t s

of Rajasthan are low in chlorides and calcium but high in sodium

and Carbonates. Though a lka l in i ty , hardness and sulphates had

not been determined, t h e i r presence could be visual ised by

low or high TDS. Here also as in other parameters, W.HGL stand-

ards cannot be followed due t o the reasons tha t most of the water

supplies or wells f a l l above excessive l imi t s of 1500 mg/1.
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G U N I J S A WORM

The infes ta t ion occurs from those drinking water

sources which contain infected Cyclops. When a pat ient suffe-

ring from guniea worm having open b l i s t e r s walks down t o bao-

r i e s or diggies , pondsc* other similar sources, he emits

larvae in large numbers in that water. These larvae are

ingested by cyclops and 'nature within these hos ts . Hhen
are

these cyclops^consumed, through drinking water, the larvae

leave the host and become ac t ive . This enters the sub-cntane-

ous or intermuscular connective t i s sues especia l ly in lower

extremity. When i t matures i t punctures the skin and escapes

the body. The cycle completes when embryos are discharged

again in water. On an rough estimate there are three million

embryos per worm. I t i s obvious that main cause of spread of

disease i s by access of suffering humans t o water sources.

According to the surveys conducted by Medical &

Health Department, ten d i s t r i c t s are super endemic, another

ten are intermediate endenic. Out of remaining six d i s t r i c t s ,

4 are lower endemic and two are p rac t i ca l ly f ree from these

disease .

NITRATE

One of the important chemical const i tuents

which could not be analysed on mass scale i s n i t r a t e . However

some information i s available from the da i ly analysis of samples
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received in the laboratory at Ja ipur . Most of the samples

contain n i t r a t e s between 5 t o 10 mg/l as N. However, high

n i t r a t e s are not uncommon and from some par ts In Churu d i s t -

r i c t , n i t r a t e s upto 700 mg/l, have been reported. The t o x i -

c i t y of wells having such high n i t r a t e s i s not in doubt. They

are f a t a l in many cases and v i l l age r s have marked such wells

and lef t the use for any purpose. 3ut those wells having

n i t r a t e s below l e tha l level are to be explored and marked.

No cases of laethaemo^lobinemia has been brought

t o the knowledge but th is may be largely due to absence of

a r t i f i c i a l feeding. The data i s being s t a t i s t i c a l l y examined

by the laboratory. However some broad c lass i f i ca t ion i s ava-

i l a b l e from the planning Division of the Department and i s

given below :

1. Villages having water with 3748
TDS more than 2000 mg/l. •

2. Villages having f luor ides 1085
above 3,0 mg/l.

3 . Villages having waters of . 3739
s a l i n i t y above 1000 mg/l.

4. Villages suffering from 6145
guniea worms in fes ta t ion .

STORING OF INF JEM All ON

The Tehsil-wise Khasra maps (maps with v i l lage

boundries) were available in census books of each d i s t r i c t .
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They were joined and blocks maps were carved out from them.

The quality determined for one well in a village was assumed

to be valid for the whole village. One map of each Panchayat

was marked for fluorides, chloride &total dissolved solids

j and different concentrations were shown by different colours.

Waters were classified in different groups as follows.

Waters having any or all parameters higher than the accepta-

ble limits have been grouped together in group C. Waters

having all or one parameter in medium quality have been put

together in group 3. Waters having all parameters within

acceptable limits are in group A. These groups have been

marked in one map. Iron where found was marked in the final

map. This cumulative effect can be seen at a glance on any

map. A brief report has been prepared and sent to the execu-

tive engineers, who surveyed the areas. These officers have

collected information regarding depth of the wells and guniea

worm incidence.

CO-ORDINATION 31 INFORMATION

Engineering
The State Public Healths/Department has so far

compiled master plans for all the 26 districts of Rajasthan.

These include chemical quality of ground water, potential

yield of these wells and contain proposals for different water

supply schemes for villages which suffer from either inadequate

water quantity or from brackish or fluoride water. In prepara-

tion of these plans, block-wise reports compiled by Rajasthan
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Ground Water Board on groundwater conditions has also teen

utilised. These reports include geology, occurence and

exploitable groundwater potential, rhe department keeps in

constant touch with Central Ground Water 3oard for such

information.

There is further scope and need to analyse these

ground waters for occurence of trace elements of public health

significance.

It i s , therefore, necessary to find out methods

to concise the huge data on water quality collected by State

Public Health Engineering Department. The suggestions towards

this end shall be wel-come by the authors.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The r e s u l t s of t h i s prel iminary water q u a l i t y

survey have become voluminous. Only broad based conclusions

have been drawn by the JPlanning Section. But t o have an accu-

rate idea of the water quality a scientific statistical analy-

sis i s imperative. Attempts are being made in Jaipur laborar-

tory to formulate these results in concise form.

2, Though the depth of the wells have been noted i t

i s necessary to augment this information with hydrological data

of the underground table. For hilly areas steam gauging and

monthly yield data of water sources should be collected.
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3. Detailed water quality surveys for trace

elements can be undertaken on the experiences based on

this survey.
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Water Supply and Sewerage Facilities in

Rural and Urban Areas

i D.Raguraman
National Environmental Engineering Research Institute.

Nagpur • •

Information on Water Supply and Sewa.r«ge f a c i l i t i e s

in rura l and urban areas i s useful in the assessment of

progress made in our nat ional water supply and sani ta t ion

programme and in our fur ther planning and implementation

of schemes.

At attempt was made to co l lec t the information

from various s t a tes of India on the extent of provision of

water supply and sewerage f a c i l i t i e s and rep l i es were sent

t o us by 7 s t a tes only, The available information i s

presented below and cer ta in broad conclusions were made.
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Table-I Some t m graphic Characteristics of

India, States and Union Territories

State/ Union
Territory

Andhra Pradesh

Assam

Bihar

Guj a ra t

Haryana

Himachal Pradesh

Jamrau & Kashmir
Kerala

Madhya Pradesh

Maharashtra

Mysore

. Nagaland

Orissa

Punjab

Raj asthan

lamil Nadu

Uttar Pradesh

West Bengal

Andaman & Nicobar
Islands

Chandigarh

Dadra & Nagar Haveli
Delhi*
Laccadive,Mnicoy &

Amindivi Islands

Manipur

Meghalaya
Arunchal Pradesh

Pondicherry
Tripura

Goa» Daman and Diu

population
(in '000)

1971

547,950

43,503

14,958

56,356

26,697

10,037

3,460

4,617

21,347

41,654

50,412

29,299

516

21,945

13,551

25,766

41,199

83,341

44,312

115

257

74
4,066

32

1,073
1,012

468

472
1,556

858

Proportion
of Urban
Population
in 1971

(per cent)

19.91

19.31

$.87
10.00
28.08
17.66

6,99

13.59
16.24
16.29
31.17
24.31

9.95

8.41

23.73
17.63
30.26

14.02

24.75

22.77
90.54
0.00

89.70

0.00
13.19
14.55
3.70

42.04
10.43

26.44

Proportion of
rural popula-
tion

( per cent)

80.09

80.69

91.13
90.00
71.92
82.34
93.01

81.41
83.76
83.71
68.33

75.69

90.05

91.59

76.27

82.37
69.74
8L>.Cfi

75.25

77.23

9.46

100.00
10.30

100.00
86.81
85.45
96.30
57.96
89.57

73.56
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Table-II Position of Water Supply and Sanitation

Maharashtra Madhya Pradesh Kerala Bihar Karnata Punj ab Assam

CM

No. of villages/towns
with pipe Water 3upply(%)

Population with Water
Supply {%)

Number of Tillages/towns
with Sewerage(%)

Population with
Sewerage(%)

R.496
U.161

Rural
Uroan

Rural

Urban

Rural-

Urban

Villages
Towns

2.97
92

N i l

9 Towns

N i l

59.25

9.1%
59.5%

9.62%
67%

N i l

7.25%

Nil

7.35%

9-2%
13.5%

29.6%
about
63 75%

Mil

little

Ni l

8.5%

8%

6%

68%

14 No.

19.5%

Trace

47%

»4%

12%

86%

N i l

8%

N i l

32%

43%

4.6%

69%

N i l ;

25%

Nil

65.5%

3,65%
25%

6.1%

20%

N i l

N i l



Table-III Water Supply and Sewerage in different States

31. Name of State :
No.

1. Population Rural

Urban

2. No.of villages/towns
with pipe<s! water jfoi,
supply

• D r .

3. Pop.served with Ru.
water supply

4 . N&.of v i l l a g e s / Ra.
towns with n
sewerage r "

5. Pop. served with 3u.
Sewerage TTUr.

Maharashtra

346.l2xlO5

149.69xlO5

490

161

lO.lxlO5

137.59X105

Nil

9

Nil

88.76X105

Madhya
Pradesh

343xlO5

68.54xlO5

6625

81

33.5xl05

45.97xlO5

Nil

10

Nil

5.33xl05

Kerala

196.1xl05

25.9xlO5

429

19

35.3xlO5

17.77xlO5

Nil"

3 ,

Nil
l.OOxlO5

3ihar

506.8
xlO5

56,54
xlO5

1100

101

11

33.56

2

3

Karnataka

22lxlO5

7lxlO5

400

58

19.1

4.79

Nil

15

O.lOxlO5 M l

4.55xlO5 23.97

Punjab

102.66
xlO5

32.07x
105

343

78

2.38

2.98

Nil

45

Nil

21.02

Haryam

332.12.
xlO5

68.09
xlO5

713

61

10. '00

16.30

Nil

24

Kil

12.40
xlO5

Assam

136.3
xlO5

13.27
xlO5

2212

10

8330X

2620X

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Meghalaya

9.64 xlO5

1.47 xlO5

4356

6

200314

1000

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Period reported 1955- 1974



Table-IV Urban Water Supply - Percentage of Population
served and Forecast of future workload

SI.
No.

Name of State Population Percentage served by
(1961) water supply system

Adequately Inadquately

-Percentage Forecast of amount required
not served t o complete water supply
by water (Rs Crores)
supply system..

As furnished
by the State

23.70<3
1.26
9.50
2.33
0.15

50.00
3.16
82.00
36.403
16.70
8.00
17.00
8.37

37.703
100.00+

23,00

As revised
on*a common
basis

23.70
4.80
14.30 •
19.10
2.00
10.70
17.50
48.60
'6 .40
13.20
5.60
17.00
12.90
37.70

100 .00>
23, *3 H-

fis
O l

1. Andhra Pradesh
2. Assam
3. Bihar
4. Guj arat
5. Jamn-iU & Kashmir
6. Kerala
7. Madhya Pradesh
3 . Madras
9. Maharashtra
10.Mysore
l l . O r i s s a
12. Punjab
I3.1fe.jasthan
14. Uttar Pradesh
15.West 3engal
16.Delhi
17.Hiniachal Pradesh
lS.Tripura & Maninur
19.Andaman & Nic oba

Islands
Total

62,61,130
8.39,030

39,15,300
52,30,450
6,01,953

25,35,574
46,29,276
39,91,313

110,23,352
51,87,105
11,11,058
40,79,100
32,33,215
94,76,118
80,95,535
23,44,051

63,8111
1,70,359 1

4,099)

26
9

34
30
43
24
33
£
40&
25
9
32
27
30&
55&
90&

41
24
19
33
14
18
14
54
20
62
24
25
18
1S&
25&
10&.

32&

33
67
47
37
43
58
53
46
40
13
67
43
55
55
20
0

68

779,07,439

1.

426.37

1.40

395.95
OVERALL AViSRAGE 33.9 26.5 59.9

*F ore cast based on a per capita cost assumed as Rs 60/- in the case of new schemes and Rs 4 5 / - i n the case of
§ Same figure as in Col.6(b) has been adopted under Col.6(a) due to want of data. improvement schemes,
++ Same figures as in Col.6 (a) has been assumed under Col£(b)
& Figures are t en t a t i ve due t o want of data . +, Forecast ant ic ipated from W.H.O.Team's work
£ All Urban Schemes are in need of improvement. .



SI.
Nc.

Name of State

Table-Tr TT--Vi.n Water Supply & Sewerage No, of
( Year 1960 )

Urban population

Gorpo- Munici- Panch-
ration pal t o - ayat

. towns wns towns

Number of Ifwns

Adequate Part ial
water su- Water
pply supply

Towns Surveyed

with

No Ma-
ter
Supply

Number of

Sewerage
full or

parti '

Towns

No
Sewe-
rage

No; of
villages

1. Andhra Pradesh
2. Assam
3. Bihar
4. Guj arat
5. Jamrau & Kashmir
6. Kerala
7. Madhya Pradesh
3. Madras
9. Maharashtra^

10. Mysore
11. Orissa •
12. Punjab
13. I&jasthan
14. Uttar Pradesh
15. West Bengali
16. Delhi
17. Hiraachal Pradesh®
13. Tripura & Ifeiipur-i
19. Andman & Nicobar

Islands®

1

1
1
_
1
3
1

1

2
1

62
41£
76
101
2
29
135
66

180
64
178
138
135
37

119
_
_
101
19
165
—
151

».

_
_
52

33 ^

13
3

21
38
2
_
32
n i l

• »

1

i
18
73
34

23
8

_
102
9
7
21
35

« *
1.76

34
(to

5

146
30

56
52
8
187
35
167

4
31
139
151

4
8

1
11
6
# •
4
2
13
3

15
7

131
41

73
195
21
194
127
212

177
62
165
187

115

9260
24658

4590
70000

43400
17106
31295
111722
60000

Data not complete @ Data not received from the State but tentative figures shown where

Notified and town areas. £ Including 22 Towns Committees.



Table-VI Urban Sewerage - Percentage Population Served
and Forecast cf'j'uture Workload

fe-
ed

SI. Name of State
No.

1. Andhra Pradesh
2- Assam
3. Bihar
4 . Guj arat
5. Jammu & Kashmir
6. Kerala

. 7'. Madhya Pradesh
8. Madras
9. Maharashtra®

10. Mysore
11. Orissa
12. Punjab
13. Rajasthan
14. Uttar Pradesh
15. West Bengali
16. DelMi
17. Himachal Pradesh
13. Tripura & Mg aipur
19. Andamans & Nicrobar

Islands
; Total

OVERALL AVERAGE

Population

62,61,130
3,39,080

39,15,300
52,80,450
6,01,958

25,35,574
46,29,276
89,91,318

110,28,852
51,87,105
11,11,058
40,79,100
34,33,215
94,76,118
80,95,535
23,44,051

63,811
Xf 70,359

14,099

779,07,439

Percentage
Sewerage

Adequately

—
4
—
—
12

" • •

400
15

2
_
—
20 9
50»
903
_
-
—

20.5

Served by
System.

Inadequa-
tely

19
_

7
6

_
7

13
22
159
6

_
16
18
l O t
203
lOi

- I
if

- I

11-2

ercentage not
jerved by sew-
erage system.

81
100

93
90 :;:

100
9 3 •- .

75
73
45 :

79
98
84
82
70
30

100

68.2

Forecast <of amount required
t o complete sewerage schemes

{Rs Crores)
As furnished by As revised
the States

47.60+
5.20

12.35
1.58
4.80+
20,00
2.25
1 1 4 . 0 0 ^
10.40
19.00
24.00
18.00
58.70+
Sl.SC =
10.50

2.00

432.28

on* a common
basi s

47.6
6 . 1
30.7
39.9
4.8
19.9
31.4

60+ 6 7 - 9

34.6
8.7
31.3
24.7
58.7
31.3=
«C.0£
10.5++

2.00

500.20

* Forecast based on a per capi ta cost assumed as Rs 80/- in Lhe case of new schemes and Rs 60/- in the case of

+ Same figure as in Col,6(b) has been adopted in Col.6(a) due to want of data . improved schemes
++ Same figures as in Col. 6(a) has been assumed under Col. 6(b) due to want of data.
9 _Figures are ten ta t ive due t o want of data. = As forecast in the W.i.0,Teara's Report for Greater Calcutta-
£ Tentative figure for sewering other urban areas in West Bengal.



Summery and Conclusions

1. In India, large number of population l ives in rura l areas .

2. From the data sent by 7 States , about 3-9$ of the v i l lages

was covered by protected water supply. About 5-1%% of the

rura l population has been provided with protected water

supply. No sewerag'3 has been constructed in rura l areas .

3. From the data sent by 7 Sta tes , about 68$ t o 90$ of the

urban population has been provided with protected water

supoly and 13-94$ of the towns has been covered under

protected water supply. About 32 to 65$ of the urban popu-

la t ion has been provided with sewerage, covering about 7-25$

of the towns. In some Sta tes , less percentage of population

sewered has been observed.

4 . As per the report of the National Water Supply and Sanita-

t ion Committee in 1960-61, the Urban and Rural forecasts of

the expenditure towards water supply and sani ta t ion were

about Rs 1000 crores and h 600 crores in 1961.

1. Data collected by NEEKE.

2. Report of the National Water Supply and Sanitation
Committee 1960-61, Ministry of Health, Government
of India.

AE 8



Area-V
INFORMATION SYSTEMS FJR" PLANNING AND SVAWJATUN OF
GOMMUNirY WAISR SUPPLY iiND COMLJNin

DISPOSAL

- DRAFT GUIDE 3IW.H.3.

This document, copies of which will be made available to

the participants of the Workshop subsequently as soon as these

are received from WHJ, is proposed to be discussed in details

during the deliberations at the Workshop.

The Guide is being developed with a viaw to serve as an

aid to the Governments, particularly of the developing countries,

n... by providing technical knowledge about what basic information

is generally needed (or not needed) in the planning evaluation

process, by presenting typical forms and data summery formats

which may prove useful in collecting and presenting data; by list-

ing potential sources of information; by presenting the methodology

to either collect new information or reduce source data to usable

form; and by providing guidance relating to the organisation frame-

work and resources required for the entity to collect, evaluate

and disseminate this J/if ormation."

WHQ will be looking for constructive suggestions from

the participants which could be considered for revising the draft

guide before it takes a final shape.
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